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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
This report is the result of a collective work
carried out by the high-level expert Committee and a writing team commissioned by the
Task Force on Innovative Financing for agriculture, food security and nutrition created by the
Leading Group on Innovative Financing for
Development at its 9th plenary session in Mali
(Bamako) in June 2011.

➔

The report includes an analysis of the need for
innovating ¿nancing dedicated to the agricultural, food security and nutrition sector, a critical
review of existing and possible mechanisms and
a proposed selection of avenues for the development of such mechanisms on the basis of the
expertise of a high-level Committee of experts,
literature review, meetings with relevant professional actors and an on-line consultation on the
Global Forum on food security and nutrition
(FSN Forum)1.
The setting up of the Task Force on Innovative
Financing for agriculture, food security and nutrition responds to current and future crucial challenges faced by the international community
regarding food insecurity and malnutrition and is
related to the achievement of the ¿rst Millennium
Development Goal (MDG 1) (reduction of extreme
poverty and hunger by half by 2015).
With almost 870 million chronically undernourished people in 2010-2012, the number of hungry
people in the world remains unacceptably high.

Given the current trends in world population
growth, particularly in developing countries, the
global demand for food is expected to increase
by 60 percent by 20502.
Meeting this challenge and allowing developing
countries to ensure food security and nutrition imply
an important investment in the agricultural sector
(i.e., 50 percent more than the current level according to FAO3) and in the ¿eld of nutrition (i.e., additional annual investment of USD 11.8 billion is
needed to implement at scale the priority nutritionspeci¿c interventions identi¿ed by the Lancet
series4 and endorsed by the Scaling Up Nutrition
(SUN) movement5, according to the World Bank6).
These investments need to be as well combined
with efforts across cross-cutting sectors such as
economic empowerment (especially women and
young people), education, health, water sanitation and hygiene, etc.
Although they are progressing, budgets for food
security, including agriculture and nutrition components, in developing countries are severely
constrained. Regarding the agriculture side, the
dedicated Of¿cial Development Assistance (ODA)
has increased in recent years, with higher
amounts allocated to emerging middle income
countries compared to Sub-Saharan Africa and
less developed countries. The challenge is all
the more important in Sub-Saharan Africa, the
continent where population growth will be the
highest, where yields have tended to stagnate

1- FSN Forum : http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/
2- FAO, IFAD and :FP: The State of food insecurity in the world (SOFI) 2012: Economic growth is necessary but not suf¿cient
to accelerate reduction of hunger and malnutrition : http://www.fao.org/publications/so¿/en
3- Idem
4- The Lancet (January 2008) “Maternal and Child Undernutrition, Special Series”
5- SUN movement: http://scalingupnutrition.org/fr
6- Horton and al. (2010) “Scaling Up Nutrition, What will it cost?” Washington DC: World Bank
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in recent years, and where climate change may
have a negative impact on agricultural productivity.
Regarding the nutrition side, worldwide efforts
and investments need to be stepped-up to tackle
undernutrition rates, in particular in Sub-Saharan
Africa and in Southern Asia where rates remain
high. In 2011, an estimated 165 million children
under-¿ve years of age were stunted (i.e., suffering of chronic undernutrition) and more than
90% of them live in Africa and Asia. Considering
wasting, an estimated 52 million were affected,
that means they are at substantially increased
risk of severe acute malnutrition and death. Seventy percent of them live in Asia, most in SouthCentral Asia (2011, UNICEF-WHO-The World
Bank).7
Despite recent efforts, it is unlikely that the international community will be able to levy the
needed funds out of traditional resources, which
tend to be restricted and more unpredictable in
times of crisis. Alternative resources such as
innovative ¿nancing mechanisms, in complement to traditional ODA, are urgently needed for
agriculture, food security and nutrition.
In addition to public funding to address the public
good dimension of food security, agricultural
development requires high levels of private
investments, as most actors in the sector are private parties. There are strong indications that
private investment still lays way behind its potential in most developing countries (and particularly
in Africa), because investors and banks show
little interest for a sector associated with high
climatic, price and counterpart risks, and market
failures. On the small scale farmer side, ef¿cient
cooperatives are potentially relevant providers of
¿nancial services and are precondition for them
to partner with investors. Some innovative tools
have been piloted to address these constraints,
but still need to be developed and scaled up.
Innovative ¿nancing (including innovative complementary resources to ODA and national budgets,
as well as innovative mechanisms to catalyze private investment) are essential to achieve food
security and nutrition objectives. To maximize their
contribution to food security objectives, these
innovative ¿nancing mechanisms should, as
much as possible, be targeted on food production and supply, as well as family farming with a
speci¿c attention to make agriculture work for

nutrition or “nutrition-sensitive” (applying the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) related guiding principles8). Therefore
innovative ¿nancing mechanisms fully dedicated
to nutrition might be further explored. To be fully
effective, such mechanisms should have a global
scope, complement traditional ODA, and generate
long-term and predictable ¿nancing.
Knowing that a number of agricultural development institutions are already involved in a variety
of pilot projects including innovative ¿nancing
mechanisms, the high-level expert Committee
came to the conclusion that there is a clear need
for coordination of such interventions, promotion
of such tools and upscale existing projects, and
for a forum where experiences can be shared
and evaluated, and where new innovative mechanisms can be designed and ¿ne-tuned. The
proposal for an Innovative Facility for the promotion of innovative ¿nancing and innovating
¿nancing solutions for agriculture, food security
and nutrition is then highly recommended.
In addition to this proposed Innovative Facility,
the report presents two large categories of innovative ¿nancing mechanisms namely 1) Mechanisms
for generating new resources 2) Mechanisms for
catalyzing private investment. The idea is not to
push for a single mechanism but to encourage
the development of multiple options on the basis
of global, regional, bilateral, national or local initiatives. While the proposed mechanisms are not
necessarily global in scope, the search for international mobilization has driven the expert Committee to suggest mechanisms likely to federate
largely.

0eFKDQLVPV Ior
JeQerDtLQJ QeZ reVoXrFeV
■

1DtLoQDO tD[eV (to be decided at the national
level in industrialized, emerging or developing
countries): for instance, the tax on ¿nancial
transaction, supported by several European
countries, could be partly used for ¿nancing
food security in developing countries; a tax on
fats and sugar products, already existing in
some countries (USA) could be partially used
to ¿nance nutrition actions in developing
countries and a tax on fertilizers in developed
and emerging countries has also been

7- UNICEF-WHO-World Bank (2012) “Joint Child Malnutrition Estimates”.
8- FAO (2012) “Synthesis of Guiding Principles on Agriculture Programming for Nutrition”
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proposed by NEPAD as a mean to develop
fertilizer consumption in Africa through smart
subsidies.
■

9oOXQtDr\ FoQtrLEXtLoQV which could be applying, for example, by consumers, by ¿rms and
employees and/or by food and nutrition correlated industries. Lotteries can also be considered (a part of the lottery proceeds in
Belgium is already dedicated to ¿nance food
security projects in developing countries).

■

$OOoFDtLoQ oI IXQGV JeQerDteG E\ tKe FDrEoQ
ePLVVLoQ DOOoZDQFeV DXFtLoQV in the European
Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS).
The sale of GHG emission rights linked to the
creation of carbon markets in a growing number
of countries can also be partly used to ¿nance
actions aiming at increasing resilience to climate change in developing countries, which
addresses a number of food security issues.

■

0LJrDQtV¶ rePLttDQFeV represent considerable
¿nancial Àows from industrialized to developing countries, estimated at USD 400 billion
annually, an amount comparable to three times
net ODA. Remittances can be considered both
as new and renewable sources of ¿nancing as
well as existing private capital that may be
channeled into agriculture.

0eFKDQLVPV Ior FDtDO\]LQJ
prLYDte LQYeVtPeQt
■

RLVN PDQDJePeQt tooOV such as index-based
weather insurance, compensate the subscriber
for a production loss when a reference index,
for instance rainfall level, is not reached; and
guarantee funds, which reduce banking risks
by granting a partial guarantee on a bank’s
loan portfolio.

■

,QQoYDtLYe FreGLt tooOV such as warehouse
receipts, which permit use of stocks as collateral for credit and prove to be an effective way
to channel ¿nancing into value chains.

■

3XEOLFprLYDte pDrtQerVKLpV with appropriate
institutional and ¿nancing arrangements could
help leverage funds from the private sector
to ¿nance the infrastructures needed for the

development of agriculture and value chains.
Efforts should be focused on building resilient
and inclusive ¿nancial systems.
■

6PDrt VXEVLGLeV on agricultural inputs required
for intensi¿cation may also catalyze farmers’
investment. The already mentioned NEPAD
proposal considers a harmonized fertilizer subsidy scheme for sub-Saharan States, based
on common good management principles and
on co-¿nancing involving individual States and
an African Fertilizer Financing Mechanism
(AFFM). Such a scheme is expected to increase
by ¿ve the use of fertilizer within 10 years
(Sub-Saharan Africa has the lowest use of fertilizer in the world), thus reversing the current
alarming trend in soil fertility depletion and
fostering a considerable increase in food production. Input subsidy programmes linked to
¿nancing schemes for purchasing inputs
would require lower subsidies and simultaneously encourage the development of ¿nancial
services in agriculture.

■

0LJrDQtV¶ rePLttDQFeV can also be considered as existing capital that may be channeled
into agriculture. The FAO rapid appraisals in
¿fteen countries9 indicate that investment of
remittances in agriculture is between 3 and
10 percent. Innovative schemes are needed
to create ¿nancial vehicles that leverage the
existing Àow of migrant remittances in order
to expand investments in agriculture, food
security and nutrition projects in developing
countries.

There is also large scope for developing dissemination of technical innovations (a crucial
factor for agricultural growth and improved nutrition) through innovating mechanisms catalyzing
private investment into innovation systems: pXOO
PeFKDQLVPV (based on ex-post incentives to
innovation linked to pre-de¿ned objectives) and
DGYDQFe PDrNet FoPPLtPeQtV10 (guaranteeing
to innovating enterprises a minimum market and
thereby reducing the risk related to market failures) are promising avenues to be developed11.
In addition, 'eYeOopPeQt ,PpDFt %oQGV ',%V 12
are also an interesting tool to promote innovation
in service delivery, especially for delivery of SUN
nutrition-speci¿c interventions.

9- Bangladesh, Ecuador, Gambia, The Grenadines, Guinea, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Nepal, Peru, The Philippines, Senegal,
St. Vincent, Tonga, and Zambia.
10- Already successfully used in the health sector for vaccine production.
11- For example, Advance market commitments (AMC), copayment schemes and patent buyout to enhance additional, diversi¿ed
and locally produced ready-to-use foods (RUFs), which also leads to delivery cost cut and development of local businesses.
12- Center for Global Development and Social Finance (May 2012) “Development Impact Bonds - Working group brie¿ng note”
http://www.cgdev.org/doc/Working%20Groups/Development%20Impact%20Bonds%20Brie¿ng%20Note.pdf
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To facilitate the need for coordination and bene¿t
from the existing new initiatives, the proposed
Innovative Facility would have the advantage
of being an inclusive partnership whose governance structure would involve numerous interested development actors, such as representatives
of partner countries, donor agencies, civil society
organizations, local authorities and the private
sector and private foundations. It should therefore be an important constituent part of future
discussions on innovative ¿nancing mechanisms.
The high-level expert Committee also suggest
recommendations to the Leading Group to be
taken in order to materialize the proposals contained in the report: 1) to support the establishment of a multi-stakeholders platform for the
coordination of research and dissemination of
knowledge on innovative ¿nancing for agriculture, food security and nutrition, whose name
could be “The Innovative Facility for Agriculture,
Food Security and Nutrition” (IFAFSN), 2) to initiate the work of the IFAFSN by launching one or
several work streams selected from the following
options proposed in the report:
■

■

Public-Private partnership to catalyze private
investment in the agricultural and food value
chain (A pilot-project could consist in ¿nding
ways to systemize an integrated scheme for
school feeding with supply from small local
producers).

■

Structured ¿nance and risk management tools
for agriculture, food security and nutrition.

■

Innovative schemes and partnerships to leverage and channel Àows of migrant remittance
towards agricultural investment.

■

Voluntary contributions (dedicated lotteries for
example).

■

Taxes on fats and sugar products (for both
over and undernutrition-oriented purposes)
and on fertilizers.

Advanced market commitments (AMC) dedicated to agricultural inputs and nutritional
products.
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INTRODUCTION

,QQoYDtLYe ¿QDQFLQJ
Ior GeYeOopPeQt
Innovative ¿nancing for development is a very
popular concept used by numerous actors in
various ways and still subject to debates. In this
report, the criteria used are in line with the de¿nition
promoted by the Leading Group on Innovative
Financing for Development. According to the Leading Group, these mechanisms are innovative in
three ways: (1) by their stable and predictable collection mode; (2) they are complementary to ODA;
(3) by the multilateral management of mobilized
resources. Indeed, innovative ¿nancing mechanisms rely on new partnerships between a wide
range of stakeholders: countries of diverse levels of
development, local authorities and private sectors.

■

taxes based on globalized activities generally
set up by a group of countries in a coordinated
way and with a joint management (air-ticket
solidarity levy, ¿nancial transactions tax«);

■

citizen contribution from individuals, companies
or consumers (RED initiative, GAVI Matching
Fund, Lotteries) with sometimes the participation of States in various ways (tax incentives,
channelling of resources«);

■

debt management mechanisms (debt-2-health«).

➔

The report explores how innovative ¿nancing
mechanisms can bene¿t agriculture, food security and nutrition focusing on three points:

,QQoYDtLYe ¿QDQFLQJ Ior
DJrLFXOtXre IooG VeFXrLt\
DQG QXtrLtLoQ Ge¿QLtLoQV
³)ooG VeFXrLt\ e[LVtV ZKeQ DOO peopOe
Dt DOO tLPeV KDYe pK\VLFDO DQG eFoQoPLF
DFFeVV to VXI¿FLeQt VDIe DQG QXtrLtLoXV IooG
tKDt PeetV tKeLr GLetDr\ QeeGV DQG IooG
preIereQFeV Ior DQ DFtLYe DQG KeDOtK\ OLIe´

■

How they bring new resources as compared
to traditional ODA (innovating by resources);

■

How they catalyze private investment through
adequate catalyzing tools (innovating by use);

The World Food Summit Plan of Action, 1996.

■

And how they promote new approaches for
the scaling-up of innovative tools.

This internationally recognized de¿nition
from the World Food Summit in 1996
embraces the four pillars of food security, as
follows:

The Leading Group has identi¿ed ¿ve major categories to further characterise these mechanisms:
■

market mechanisms (auctioning of resources
with quotas with the use of a fraction of it for
development, e.g. CO2 auctioning in Germany);

■

guarantee mechanisms which inÀuence the
way resources are allocated over time (IFFIm
± International ¿nance Facility for Immunization) or create economic incentives (AMCs –
Advanced Market Commitments);

10
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■

The pK\VLFDO DYDLODELOLt\ of food focuses on
the "supply side" of food security and is determined by the level of food production, stock
levels and trade;

■

The eFoQoPLF DQG pK\VLFDO DFFeVV to food
requires an adequate livelihoods allowing
persons to have the economic means to purchase food (income) taking into account food
prices;

Innovative financing for agriculture, food security and nutrition

■

■

The XVe of food (or food quality) focuses on
the nutritious and safe side of food;
The VtDELOLt\ oI VXppO\ deals with the fact
that at all times, availability, accessibility and
quality should be ensured. Unfavorable climatic conditions (droughts, Àoods), political
instability (civil unrest), economic factors
(unemployment, rising food prices) could be
factors of food insecurity.

All four dimensions must be applied simultaneously to achieve all the objectives of food security. Food insecurity is not only an agricultural
production problem, but concerns food access
and poverty alleviation. Strategies to eliminate
food insecurity have to combine efforts across
other sectors.
Since its introduction, the concept of food security has been constantly expanded and revised
to incorporate the best observable realities at
micro and macro levels, explaining that millions
of people still suffer from food insecurity and
malnutrition in all its forms, especially in developing countries, in rural and urban areas.

³1XtrLtLoQ VeFXrLt\ e[LVtV ZKeQ DOO peopOe
Dt DOO tLPeV FoQVXPe IooG oI VXI¿FLeQt
TXDQtLt\ DQG TXDOLt\ LQ terPV oI YDrLet\
GLYerVLt\ QXtrLeQt FoQteQt DQG VDIet\ to Peet
tKeLr GLetDr\ QeeGV DQG IooG preIereQFeV
Ior DQ DFtLYe DQG KeDOtK\ OLIe FoXpOeG ZLtK
D VDQLtDr\ eQYLroQPeQt DGeTXDte KeDOtK
eGXFDtLoQ DQG FDre´
FAO/AGN, March 2012.

The concept of nutrition security emphasizes
these four pillars and stresses especially accessibility (physical, social and economic) and quality criteria (safe and nutritious food, in respect
to dietary needs and preferences). More importantly, the concept identi¿es and highlights the
non-food factors of nutrition.

Food security should be considered in quantitative, but also in qualitative terms encompassing
therefore nutrition, which is increasingly regarded
as one of its important components. Nutritional
issues have been incorporated into this concept,
but it is only recently that the concept of nutrition
security has actually been elevated to the same
rank as that of food security and they ¿nally
merged.
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REPORT

1 RDtLoQDOe Ior
LQQoYDtLQJ ¿QDQFLQJ
PeFKDQLVPV Ior
VXVtDLQDEOe DJrLFXOtXre
GeYeOopPeQt IooG
VeFXrLt\ DQG QXtrLtLoQ
11 :K\ PDVVLYe LQYeVtPeQt
LQ IooG VeFXrLt\ DQG
QXtrLtLoQ LV QeFeVVDr\"
$ FKDOOeQJe Ior GeYeOopLQJ FoXQtrLeV
to Peet tKe GePDQG Ior IooG VXppO\
Global food supply will have to increase
dramatically in order to meet the world
demand. By 2050 the world’s population will
reach 9.1 billion, 34 percent higher than today, in
particular in developing countries. This population growth, combined with increasing per capita
meat consumption, will require a 60 percent
increase in global food and feed production13.

➔

The 2007-2008 food crisis has led to further investigations and studies on the causes of food insecurity (transmission of price increases, prospective
studies on supply and demand for food...) showing that price volatility was likely to continue, with
negative effects on food security, particularly for
developing countries that are net importers of

cereals14. The challenge for developing countries
will therefore be considerable to avoid increasing dependency on food imports and food aid.
Most of the growth in food demand will come
from developing countries, and this is also where
the greatest production capacity potential lies.
This will in particular require large scale improvements in agriculture and rural areas of developing countries. This must be guided by projections
that show that 90 percent of the necessary production increases (80 percent in developing
countries) will need to come from increases in
yields and cropping intensity and only 10 percent
(20 percent in developing countries) from expansion of arable land15.
Among developing countries, Africa is the world
region where the challenge will require most
efforts. Africa lags behind as concerns productivity gains on major crops and food dependency.
The region is facing severe threats as concerns
the maintenance of soil fertility, (already low to
start with, because of the nature of the soil)
because of a fragile environment, increasing land
pressure and very low adoption of effective soil
conservation practices. Fertilizer consumption is
only 9 kg/ha/year (in nutrient content), against
140 kg in average in developed countries. Meanwhile, Sub-Saharan Africa is the region where
population growth will be highest, where hunger
index is alarming and which will be most likely
the most affected by climate change.

13- FAO, IFAD and WFP: The State of food insecurity in the world (SOFI) 2012: Economic growth is necessary but not suf¿cient
to accelerate reduction of hunger and malnutrition : http://www.fao.org/publications/so¿/en
14- FAO Cereal supply and demand brief : http://www.fao.org/worldfoodsituation/wfs-home/csdb/en/
15- FAO: Feeding the World, Eradicating Hunger, 2009
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Climate change represents major risks for longterm food security and nutrition. Although countries in the Southern hemisphere are not the
main originators of climate change, they may
suffer the greatest share of damage in the form
of declining yields and greater frequency of
extreme weather events. Studies estimate that
the aggregate negative impact of climate change
on African agricultural output up to 2080-2100
could be between 15 and 30 percent if required
efforts to adapt agriculture to climate change are
not made in due time16.

0eetLQJ tKLV FKDOOeQJe ZLOO reTXLre
D FoQVLGerDEOe VFDOLQJXp oI LQYeVtPeQt
LQ DJrLFXOtXre
In order to cope with challenge, the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO) calculated that developing countries
will need to invest, both for the public and the
private sectors, USD 83 billion per year (net of
the renewal cost of existing equipment) or USD
209 billion including this cost, as compared to a
current level of investment of USD 142 billion17,
i.e. a 50 percent increase.

➔

Considering the importance and the urgency of
the challenge and the existing budget constraints,
it is critical to favour high-nutritional-impact
investments. Malnutrition increases the burden

16- How to Feed the World in 2050:
http://www.fao.org/¿leadmin/templates/wsfs/docs/expertBpaper/HowBtoBFeedBtheBWorldBinB2050.pdf
17- FAO: How to feed the world by 2050
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of disease in developing countries, adding to the
human and economic impact of diseases such
as tuberculosis, malaria and HIV/AIDS18. Every
year, malnutrition contributes to 3.5 million preventable deaths of children under the age of ¿ve.
According to World Bank the impact of poor maternal and child nutrition is lasting with consequences
reaching beyond health, as it may reduce the economic output of countries by 2-3 percent annually.
Investment in nutrition is a base line to human
and economic development.
Helping the developing countries, and particularly Africa, to meet this challenge, is a major and
urgent responsibility for the world community.
■

■

)LUVWEHFDXVHLWLVVWURQJO\OLQNHGWRWKH0LOOHQQLXP'HYHORSPHQWJRDOV 0'*V DFKLHYHPHQW
Nutrition-speci¿c interventions and agricultural growth are essential to achieving MDG 1
(reduction of extreme poverty and hunger by
half by 201519), as extreme poverty is essentially a rural phenomenon: Three quarter of
the world‘s poor live in rural areas and more
than 80 percent of the poor depend either
directly or indirectly on agriculture to make
their livelihoods. Many studies support the
evidence that agriculture can make substantial contributions to economic development
and poverty alleviation in the least developed
countries. According to NEPAD, the agricultural
productivity must raise by at least 6 per cent a
year to achieve MDG 1.
6HFRQG EHFDXVH IRRG VHFXULW\ LV D JOREDO
SXEOLFJRRG Although less directly than other
sectors as environment or health, food and
nutrition security should be considered as
global public goods: food security is clearly a
prerequisite for health, which is conditioned
by the eradication of malnutrition; hunger and
food insecurity can be responsible for public
unrest and political instability, as recently
shown in a number of developing countries,
and are a threat to peace; reducing hunger
and extreme poverty are also a condition for
limiting uncontrolled massive migrations.

Efforts should enhance agricultural models able
to provide to all people suf¿cient, safe and nutritious food and to serve food security and better

nutrition focusing on Sub-Saharan African countries (SSA) and less developed countries (LDCs).

12 :K\ Dre LQQoYDtLQJ
¿QDQFLQJ PeFKDQLVPV
QeeGeG"
$OtKoXJK proJreVVLQJ EXGJet
reVoXrFeV Ior DJrLFXOtXre LQ GeYeOopLQJ
FoXQtrLeV Dre VeYereO\ FoQVtrDLQeG
The capacity of the poorest developing
countries to ¿ll the investment gap with
their budgetary resources is limited. Member
states of the African Union committed themselves, in the 2003 Maputo declaration, to
increase their budget allocation to the agricultural sector up to 10% by 2008, and although
progress has been made, this objective is still
not achieved.

➔

In ten years, the global ODA for agriculture, forest
and ¿sheries rose from USD 7.5 to 12.5 billion
in 2010, an increase of 66% mainly due to the crisis
of 2007-08. But the increase in ODA for agriculture
is much lower in Sub Saharan Africa (SSA),
where it rose only from USD 2.5 to 3.3 billion
(30% in ten years), while the needs are greatest.
Despite recent efforts, it is very unlikely that the
donors’ community will be able to source the
needed funds out of traditional ¿scal resources,
in a situation of budget crisis in most developed
countries, even though the need to re-invest in
agriculture is nowadays widely recognized by
the donors’ community as well as by developing
countries. Moreover, ODA resources tend, in times
of ¿nancial crisis, to be more unreliable and not
suf¿ciently predictable for the programming of
long term projects.

1eeG Ior D KLJKer LQYoOYePeQt oI prLYDte
LQYeVtorV to ¿OO tKe LQYeVtPeQt JDp DQG
QoQ trDGLtLoQDO DLG reVoXrFeV
Private investment is key to agricultural
development, but severely constrained.
Unlike other sectors as education or health, which
deal essentially with public goods, the actors
involved in the agricultural sector (farmers, agribusiness, and service providers to agriculture«)

➔

18- In addition, malnourished infants and young children who survive to adulthood have an increased risk of developing obesity
and chronic conditions, further devastating already fragile health systems. Malnutrition magni¿es the effect of every disease,
including measles and malaria. The estimated proportions of deaths in which undernutrition is an underlying cause are roughly
similar for diarrhea (61 per cent), malaria (57 per cent), pneumonia (52 per cent), and measles (45 per cent).
19- After 2015 the new global goals still will include food security
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are mainly private parties. Though public investment is necessary to build up a favorable environment and required infrastructure, a large
proportion of the required total investment should
be made by private actors. Private investment is
therefore key to agricultural development. Traditional ODA through public driven projects have
however shown their limits in their capacity to
foster private investments, because their implementation is often too rigid, and because they
are insuf¿ciently market-driven and result-based.
In order to boost private investment in agriculture, it is widely recognized that building up an
environment favorable to private investment and
developing catalytic tools providing incentives
and alleviating the constraints to private investment is essential.
Despite the lack of reliable data in many concerned countries, there are good indications that
private sector investment in agriculture in developing countries (and particularly in food production), still lays way behind its potential and what
is required to meet the food security and nutrition
objectives. Some progress seems to have been
made in recent years in response to the global
food soaring price, but this remains unsatisfactory both in size and scope. This is mainly due to
a number of tight constraints: entrepreneurs and
banks are reluctant to invest in this sector, which
is perceived as associated with high risks: climatic
risk, which affects particularly some African countries, and which will become higher and less
predictable in the future, due to climate change;
price risk, due to the increasing volatility of world

food price, the variability of local food production
and the lack of effective buffer storage mechanisms; counterpart risks, due to the dif¿culty or
having collaterals for credit in the traditional
credit mechanisms. There are also a number of
market failures, which impede private investors
to receive the right market signals, due in particular to lack of information, market rigidity, and
high cost of entry.
New tools, which should be considered as innovating ¿nancing, have been experimented to address
those constraints (insurance schemes, innovating
credit mechanisms, innovative contract arrangements between producers or groups of producers
and market operators, innovating incentives for private service providers «) and will have to be ¿netuned and developed at a large scale.
Innovative ¿nancing is essential for reaching
food and nutrition security objectives through
both the agricultural sector and nutrition-speci¿c
interventions. The development and the success
of innovative ¿nancing mechanisms in the health
sector had proven the potential of these instruments to raise new funds and to ef¿ciently catalyze private investments.
■

Innovating resources are needed to complement ODA Àow to the agricultural, food security and nutrition sector, and contribute to
bridge the gap between available and required
investment resources.

■

Innovating tools for the use of public resource
are also, and perhaps more essentially, needed
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to catalyze private investment and alleviate
the constraints on its development, using
innovating more effective delivery mechanisms (more result based and market oriented, and with a higher leverage effect on
private investment) than the traditional ones.
These innovating ¿nancing tools are clearly complementing traditional ¿nancing mechanisms: while
traditional resources are necessary to improve the
public goods required for agricultural development
and to source incentives for private investments,
innovating resources and delivery mechanisms are
essential to bridge the investment gap and to catalyze private investment.
In order to maximize their contribution the food
security objectives, these innovating ¿nancing
mechanisms should, as much as possible, be
targeted on food production and supply20, on
family farming and nutritional issues.

2 ReYLeZ oI LGeQtL¿eG
poVVLEOe LQQoYDtLYe
¿QDQFLDO PeFKDQLVPV
This section reviews brieÀy the innovating
¿nancing mechanisms identi¿ed by the members of the Food Security Taskforce and by the
team of experts, as well as those identi¿ed in the
existing literature on innovating ¿nancing, inasmuch as they seem, through a preliminary assessment, to correspond to the usual de¿nition admitted
to such ¿nancing and inasmuch as they appear
adaptable to the ¿nancing of agriculture, food security and nutrition. The review identi¿es two types of
mechanisms: those innovating by the resource
(taxes, voluntary contributions, call to the ¿nancial
market and migrants savings), and those innovating by the use (pull mechanisms, mechanisms for
the ¿nancing of value chains).

to other sectors, but do not necessarily correspond to the speci¿c characteristics of the food
security sector. Others may raise issues of
acceptability, ef¿ciency, governance, relevance
or compliance to the Paris declaration principles
on the effectiveness of aid. In order to select the
mechanisms to be considered for recommendation to the Leading Group, an analysis was conducted on two sets of criteria: criteria for resource
innovating mechanisms and criteria for innovating
use mechanisms.

211 &rLterLD reODtLYe to reVoXrFeV
&rLterLD GerLYeG IroP tKe Ge¿QLtLoQ
oI LQQoYDtLQJ ¿QDQFLQJ
➔ The Leading Group on Innovative Financing
for Development created in 2006, suggested
during the 2009 Paris conference a ¿rst de¿nition of innovating ¿nancings21. Although this
de¿nition of innovating ¿nancings is still under
discussion, it reveals some fundamental characteristics that innovating ¿nancings are expected
to have:
■

6tDELOLt\ Stable ¿nancing mechanisms are
essential for agricultural development because
interventions are on the long run.

■

3reGLFtDELOLt\ Financing resources must be
predictable over the time frame required by
agricultural development projects, so as to
make possible a planning of activities. This
criterion requires that resources must be
quanti¿able, which implies resource mobilization mechanisms clearly formulated and
applied by all contributors.

■

&oPpOePeQtDrLt\ to trDGLtLoQDO 2'$ Innovating ¿nancings should complement traditional
ODA. Meanwhile, ODA can serve as a catalyst for attracting private resources which would
otherwise not be invested in agriculture.

■

1eZ pDrtQerVKLpV This criterion calls for
mechanisms implying in their management
and utilization of resources the civil society
and private sector as well as contributors.

■

([LVteQFe oI D OLQNDJe EetZeeQ tKe VoXrFe
DQG tKe XtLOL]DtLoQ oI IXQGV in order to avoid
the risk for the new resources to be reallocated to other sectors than the one it was
originally designed for.

➔

21 &rLterLD Ior tKe VeOeFtLoQ
oI LQQoYDtLQJ PeFKDQLVPV
Among the innovative mechanisms identi¿ed
and presented in annex, some may have
proved their suitability, or may seem promising,

➔

20- Including fruits and vegetables as well as livestock and ¿sheries
21- These are resources for development “stable and pre-visible” complementary to the traditional APD, >«.@ based on four types
of mechanisms (obligatory contributions, voluntary contributions, loan guarantee of pre-¿nancing and market mechanisms
giving room for new partnerships >«.@ with support of the civil society”. The de¿nition of innovating ¿nancings is shown on
http://www.leadinggroup.org/article102.html
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$GGLtLoQDO VpeFL¿F FrLterLD Ior DJrLFXOtXre IooG
VeFXrLt\ DQG QXtrLtLoQ
■

■

&oQtrLEXtorV¶ DFFeptDELOLt\ This is certainly
one of the most discriminating criteria. Innovating ¿nancing would have little chance of
success if potential contributors are not convinced of the interest of their contribution.
)eDVLELOLt\ The selected mechanisms must
be relatively easy and fast to set up. The
methods of collection and transfer of resources
and the control of utilization must be transparent. This criterion remains dif¿cult to assess
when the innovating ¿nancing is only at the
concept stage or when the mechanism has
not been experimented in other sectors.

■

$QtLFLpDteG DPoXQt oI reVoXrFeV This is an
essential criterion for the selection of future
mechanisms, given the considerable ¿nancial
requirements of the agricultural sector in the
developing countries.

■

ReVoXrFe PoELOL]DtLoQ FoVt The transaction cost for leverage funds should be minimized as compared to ¿nancial contributions.
Currently operating mechanisms show high
differences in cost ef¿ciency (1,75% for tax
on air tickets, more than 30% for some philanthropic mechanisms).

212 &rLterLD reODtLYe to tKe XtLOL]DtLoQ
oI IXQGV
&rLterLD FoQVLGereG Ior DQDO\VLV
■

,PpDFt Innovative mechanisms should addresses the constrains of agricultural development of agriculture and have a signi¿cant impact
in terms of food security and income generation,
in particular for the poorest populations, in a long
term perspective. These mechanisms should
primarily bene¿t the small farmers.

■

/eYerDJe eIIeFt This criterion is essential for
those mechanisms aiming at catalyzing local
and foreign private investment to the agricultural sector.

■

)XQGV PDQDJePeQt eIIeFtLYeQeVV Innovating mechanisms are ideally expected to be
more effective in terms of governance and
disbursement capacity than traditional ones.
The inclusion of the private sector in the management of mechanisms should contribute to
ensuring effectiveness.

■

&DpDFLt\ oI VFDOLQJXp There is a need to
scale-up pilot projects with have demonstrated, on a small scale, that a range of solutions were available to improve food security.

$GGLtLoQDO FrLterLD LQ FoQIorPLt\ ZLtK tKe
prLQFLpOeV oI tKe DLG eIIeFtLYeQeVV VtDteG LQ
tKe 3DrLV GeFODrDtLoQ22.
■

2ZQerVKLp. The ownership of these mechanisms by the countries and bene¿ciary population is fundamental and their integration in
the agricultural and food security policies and
agricultural
development
program
is
essential.

■

&oPpOePeQtDrLt\ ZLtK tKe e[LVtLQJ DLG
PeFKDQLVPV. In a concern of aid effectiveness, it is necessary to avoid as much as possible the creation of new structures which
compete with the existing ones, locally or at
the international level. The risk of making the
aid architecture more complex, especially at
the international level, and the risk of duplication at the local level should be taken into consideration in the selection of delivery
mechanisms.

2.1.3 $GGLtLoQDO FoQVLGerDtLoQV
Ior tKe VeOeFtLoQ oI LQQoYDtLQJ
PeFKDQLVPV
:LQZLQ reODtLoQVKLp
➔ Some innovating ¿nancing mechanisms
can have a bene¿cial effect for donors and
bene¿ciaries, both through the mobilization of
resources, and through their use. The robustness of a mechanism is all the higher when it has
positive externalities both on the resource side
and on the fund utilization side. For instance, the
carbon tax, which permits to ¿ght against pollution and which is used for environment improvement projects, is an example of such a win-win
mechanism.
,QQoYDtLQJ ¿QDQFLQJ ZLtK LQQoYDtLQJ
JoYerQDQFe
➔ Innovative ¿nancing in agriculture will
involve new contributing actors (the Northern farmers’ organization, insurance companies,
agro-food industry). They will be brought to
cooperate with bene¿ciaries of these funds in
developing countries, as it is fully justi¿ed that
donors be parties at stake in the management

22- Ownership, alignment, harmonization, management centered on the outcome, mutual responsibility.
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of the funds. This could engender new ways of
governance through such co-management and
collective decision making.
In the same manner, the combination of innovating tools, for example those relating to agricultural ¿nancing, crop insurance, contract farming,
storage, makes necessary the coordination of
different actors (bankers, insurers, small scale
processing companies, producers) for the articulated use of such innovating mechanisms. Such
partnerships are expected to foster new and
more effective modes of governance.

2.2 $QDO\VLV oI LGeQtL¿eG
PeFKDQLVPV
The analysis of identi¿ed mechanisms
(presented in appendix 1) on the basis of
the abovementioned criteria is summarized on
the two following tables.

➔

7DEOe 1  )LnDnFLnJ PeFhDnLVPV ,nnoYDtLYe E\ reVoXrFeV (new resources)

&rLterLD

3oOLtLFDO
IeDVLELOLt\ or
DFFeptDELOLt\
E\ FoQtrL
EXtorV

6tDELOLt\ DQG
preGLFtDELOLt\
oI reVoXrFeV

0DQDJePeQt
eIIeFtLYeQeVV

)Oe[LELOLt\
oI LPpOe
PeQtDtLoQ

:LQZLQ
FrLterLoQ DQG
etKLFDO rLVNV

ReVoXrFeV
PoELOL]DtLoQ
&DpDFLt\

3roEDELOLt\
oI eIIeFtLYe
XVe
oI reVoXrFeV
DQG LPpDFt

7D[eV
7D[ oQ
IertLOL]erV
 3eVtLFLGeV
Small rate
taxation on
fertilizers and
pesticides
consumption in
G20 countries

Weak (but
remains to
be assessed)
possible
opposition
of agricultural
lobbies in
the exporting
countries

Strong

Strong
(feasibility
already studied);
the management
organization is
already existing;
good control and
harmonization
through the
co-¿nancing
mechanism

Average: can
be implemented
only by a limited
number
of countries,
provided the
main exporting
countries adhere

Strong (reduce
pollution in the
over using
countries;
contributing
States are those
who bene¿t
more from food
price increment)

High (250 MM)

Strong impact
on agricultural
income and food
security (fertilizer
effect)
demonstrated;
effectiveness of
the distribution
system

7oEDFFo tD[
Excise duty
on tobacco
consumption
in Southern
countries
to ¿nance
prevention of
addiction and
conversion
of cultivation

Weak: transfer
of funds between
Southern
countries;
targeting a small
number of
producing
countries,
possible
resistance from
consuming
countries

Strong

Weak
(importance
of smuggling)

Strong (tax can
be decided at
the national level
with speci¿c
mechanisms
in each country)

Positive aspect:
reduces tobacco
consumption
in the South;
negative aspect:
the payers are
the poor
consumers of
the South; can
be improved
if developed
countries also
contribute

Weak: strong
global potential,
but the
mobilization
on food security
is targeted on a
limited number
of producing
countries

Weak (main
impact on the
public health;
impact on food
security in a few
countries, but no
positive impact
on agricultural
income)

3rLPDr\ PDrNet
on the
ePLVVLon
rLJhtV
oI JreenhoXVe
JDV
Sales of the
emission quotas
instead of free
distribution for
countries having
adopted a
domestic carbon
emission
limitation system

Strong
(but only
in the EU,
where exists a
carbon market;
depending
on the climate
agenda
negotiations)

Weak (volatility
of the carbon
market)

Strong
(mechanism
already existing
for tax
collection)

Strong (each
EU Member
State can
organize its
contribution
as it wishes)

Strongly
win-win:
contribution to a
global public
good; Northern
countries
contribute to
mitigate climate
change impact,
which they are
to a large extent
responsible for,
in developing
countries

weak
(competition
with other uses
of funds for
environment;
link required with
adaptation to the
climatic change)

Neutral
(depending on
the mechanism
for utilization
of resources)
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7D[ on IDtV
DnG VXJDr
proGXFtV
Applied
on soft drinks
(and eventually
fat food)
in the North
for ¿nancing
nutrition
projects
in the South

Average
(support from
WHO but would
face strong
lobbies)

Strong

Weak (dif¿culty
to de¿ne the
products that
should
be taxed)

Strong (tax can
be decided at
the national
level with
speci¿c
mechanisms in
each country)

Win-win as
it improves
nutrition in
Northern and
Southern
countries

Weak
(competition
with other
utilizations
of funds in
countries where
taxes are
collected)

Main impact
on nutrition

2ther totDO
tD[eV ¿nDnFLDO
trDnVDFtLonV
etF. to ¿nance
partly food
security

In general,
weak (dif¿culty
to reach an
international
consensus
and to justify
targeting on
agriculture)

Strong

Weak (needs
relative
complicated
system for tax;
risk of market
distortion)

Very weak
(taxes must be
implemented
at global level
according
to harmonized
methods in
order to avoid
market
distortion)

Win-win,
in as much
as the tax
contributes
to reduce
negative
externalities

Strong but risk
of targeting
towards other
sectors more
closely related
to the concept
of global public
goods

Neutral
(depending on
the mechanism
for the
utilization
of resources;
no new actors)

)ooG VeFXrLt\
ErDnGLnJ
Food security
label for brands
devoting a
percentage of
their margin to
food security
projects

Strong (no
foreseeable
opposition)

Weak (depends
on the marketing
success of the
brand)

Weak (high
promotion cost
of labels; need
for a strict
control of the
utilization of
brands)

Strong (can be
implemented at
the State level or
among group of
states)

Equitable,
in as much
as consumers
of the North
contribute
to development
in the South

Weak

Weak; positive
aspect: new
actors (so far
as the holders
of brands decide
on their actions
of development;
negative aspect:
risk of diversion
towards
marketing and
visible rather
than development
effective actions)

/otter\
Using national
lotteries incomes
for ¿nancing
food security
and nutrition

Rather weak;
runs up against
the national
monopoly in
many countries;

Strong, once
the system is
launched

Strong (if based
on the existing
lotteries)

Strong (can be
implemented at
the country level
or among group
of countries)

Equitable
as much as
the contributions
comes from the
consumers from
the North, but
risk to encourage
the addiction
to gambling

Rather strong
(WFP estimate
incomes of
400 M€ at the
world level), but
no insurance
that the funds
will not be
targeted to other
sectors

Neutral:
depends on
the mechanism
for the use
of resources;
no entry of new
actors)

RoXnGLnJ Xp
EDnN pD\Pent
trDnVDFtLonV
Using the round
up difference
to contribute to
a fond for food
security

No political
feasibility
problem, but
doubts on
acceptability
by banks
customers

Strong,
despite
uncertainty on
the volume of
funds generated
at the beginning
(which will
certainly
be stable
afterwards)

Average: need
for a system for
control on sums
collected by the
banks

Strong: works
even if a limited
number of banks
participate

Strong: equitable
as far as banks
customers from
the North
¿nance projects
in the South;
however the
mechanism
is more related
to solidarity than
on a win-win
partnership

Very uncertain
but probably
weak

Weak: intervention
of banks
ensures
effectiveness in
the management
and the distribution
of funds, but
they are likely to
be concentrated
on sectors
having most
impact in terms
of communication

9oOXntDr\
FontrLEXtLonV
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0DnDJePent
eIIeFtLYeneVV

)Oe[LELOLt\
oI LPpOe
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FrLterLon DnG
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oI eIIeFtLYe
XVe
oI reVoXrFeV
DnG LPpDFt

&DOO to the
¿nDnFLDO
PDrNet
,nternDtLonDO
¿nDnFe IDFLOLt\
Bonds
guaranteed by
donor countries
sold on ¿nancial
market for
rapidly ¿nancing
food security
and nutrition
projects

Weak to
average:
the mechanisms
implie that donor
States must
make new debts
(or guarantee
debts) which is
a problematic
in the current
economic
situation

Strong: could
plan resources
on a 20 years
period, if donor
countries accept
to commit
themselves

Average: the
management is
entrusted to an
independent
institution (the
GAVI for health),
which adds
supplementary
bureaucracy

Strong (even a
limited number
of countries can
take part)

Not relevant

Weak: no
complementarity
to ODA in the
long term, but
allow to mobilize
funds more
rapidly

Weak to
average: food
security requires
long term
commitment
rather than quick
disbursement

'LDVporD
%onGV
Developing
countries issue
bonds to their
emigrants for a
fund dedicated
to food security

Very weak;
not adapted
to African poor
countries:
increases
governments
indebtedness,
risk of insolvency,
exchange rate
risk, lack of
con¿dence in
government,
low contribution
capacity
of migrants

Weak (depend
on the success
of bond
emissions;
regularity not
ensured)

Weak; the
guarantee
for repayment
implies complex
implementation

Strong, as
the mechanism
is implemented
at national level

Less equitable:
¿nancing and
risks are borne
by fact of
supporting the
load of ¿nancing
and the risk
of the migrants,
who constitute
a poor migrants,
who a poor
population
in the migration
countries

Weak for Africa
(low contribution
capacity
of migrants)

Neutral:
Governments
decide
on allocation
of funds;
no new actor

'eYeOopPent
,PpDFt %onGV
',%
Bonds
guaranteed
by developing
countries and/or
donors sold on
¿nancial market
for ¿nancing
outcome-based
service delivery

Weak to
average: need
long-term
¿nancial
commitment
from developing
countries and/or
donors

Strong
(if countries
accept to
commit
themselves)

Strong: the
management
could be hosted
by existing
independent
institution to
avoid
supplementary
bureaucracy

Strong (even a
limited number
of countries can
take part)

Neutral

Strong leverage
capacity (return
comparable
to commercial
ones, with the
advantages
of public
guarantee)

Strong: the
outcome-based
mechanism
creates strong
incentives to
reach result and
maximize impact
if the expected
outcomes are
adequately
targeted

RePLttDnFeV
DnG GLDVporD
LnYeVtPent
Ln DJrLFXOtXre
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7DEOe 2  0eFhDnLVPV LnnoYDtLnJ throXJh theLr FDtDO\tLF eIIeFt on prLYDte LnYeVtPentV
3oVVLEOe LPpDFt
on proGXFtLon IooG
VeFXrLt\ DnG nXtrLtLon

(IIeFtLYeneVV oI the
OeYerDJe eIIeFt

&oPpOePentDrLt\ ZLth
e[LVtLnJ PeFhDnLVPV

2ZnerVhLp
E\ Eene¿FLDrLeV

May concern innovation
for agriculture, food
security and nutrition;
involvement of private
actors should result
in accelerated adoption
of innovations

Cannot be known
in advance for AMC
(public contribution known
ex post)

Strong: new mechanisms
which have not yet been
developed for agriculture
in African countries

To reach local ownership,
these mechanisms must
be open to local
developers or partnerships
between local and
international actors

:DrehoXVe reFeLptV
Delivery of a produce
in a bounded warehouse
against a receipt which
can be used as collateral
for a credit

Strong, though indirect:
contributes to limit price
volatility, therefore reduces
price risk; facilitates
development of contract
farming; incentive for food
crops

Strong leverage effect
on bank inventory credit

There are many projects
in this area, which need
to be up scaled; to avoid
duplications, one should
work on existing
mechanisms

Yes, if local existing
actors are involved,
if local capacities are
strengthened, and if
projects are integrated
within national and
regional development
plans

3XEOLFprLYDte
pDrtnerVhLpV DnG
VtrXFtXreG IXnGV
to invest in agricultural
infrastructure or services
bene¿tting to small
farmers

Strong, especially for
irrigated crops; contributes
to develop small farmers
production under contract
farming with a nucleus
estate; strong impact on
food security of food de¿cit
countries

Average: infrastructure
cost bene¿tting to small
farmers are partially borne
by public investors

Clearly complementary:
PPPs are on of the pillars
of the Comprehensive
African Agriculture
Development Plan

Strong: increases
technology transfers
from new actors
(agribusinesses investing
in PPP). But requires well
organized states which
can deal at arms length
with private investors

RLVN PDnDJePent
LnVXrDnFe tooOV
Index insurance for
climatic hazards and
reinsurance funds to
reduce agricultural risk

Strong: incentive to
agricultural intensi¿cation,
increased quality input
usage; agribusiness
investments

Strong: risk management
helps development of
bank credit and private
investment in agriculture

No problem, as such
tools are only developed
at an experimental stage,
in particular in Africa

Yes, if local actors
(banks, micro¿nance,
agribusiness) are involved
and if local capacities are
strengthened

*XDrDntee IXnGV Ior EDnN
FreGLt to DJrLFXOtXre
DnG IooG YDOXe FhDLnV
To reduce banking risk
by granting a partial
repayment guarantee
to banks

Strong impact, through
agricultural intensi¿cation
and development
of contract farming

Strong: guarantee funds
reduce banks reluctance
to ¿nance agriculture

No problem, as existing
mechanisms are far from
meeting the needs; would
contribute to strengthening
existing banking systems

Yes, if local actors (banks,
micro¿nance) are involved
and if local capacities are
strengthened

6PDrt LnpXt VXEVLGLeV
Ior VPDOO IDrPerV
Targeted on food
production and poor
farmers to promote crop
intensi¿cation

Strong and rapid impact:
increasing fertilizer
applications results in
immediate gains in yields

Average: subsidy rates
need to be high in order to
impact consumption; but
subsidies facilitates credit
as it increases borrowers’
solvency; the leverage
effect can be all the more
important if subsidy
¿nanced through non ODA
resources

Strong, if the mechanism
is harmonizing existing
schemes at the regional or
continental level, and if it
is compatible with private
input distribution

Yes, as the mechanism
would be complementary
to the systems already in
use in some African
countries

&rLterLD
0eFhDnLVPV Ior
¿nDnFLnJ DJrLFXOtXrDO
LnnoYDtLon V\VtePV
3XOO PeFhDnLVPV
DnG $0&
Advances Market
Commitments are contracts
between donors and
an innovating entrepreneur
to secure a new market or
to strengthen developing
markets (minimum quantity
at a given price). Pull
mechanism consists in
providing ex post an award
to innovation dissemination
based on a pre-de¿ned target

0eFhDnLVPV Ior
¿nDnFLnJ YDOXe FhDLnV
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&rLterLD

3oVVLEOe LPpDFt
on proGXFtLon IooG
VeFXrLt\ DnG nXtrLtLon

(IIeFtLYeneVV oI the
OeYerDJe eIIeFt

&oPpOePentDrLt\ ZLth
e[LVtLnJ PeFhDnLVPV

2ZnerVhLp
E\ Eene¿FLDrLeV

RePLttDnFeV DnG
GLDVporD LnYeVtPent
Ln DJrLFXOtXre
1. /eYerDJLnJ e[LVtLnJ
rePLttDnFeV LnYeVteG
Ln DJrLFXOtXre

Strong (no foreseen
opposition)

Strong, given the
USD 20 billion of
remittances being invested
currently the scope for
effectiveness is high.
The challenge is in ¿nding
new cost-effective
mechanisms to do this
at scale and/or tailoring
existing mechanism to the
needs and opportunities
of working with remittance
recipients. There are also
clear illustrations of niche
markets for export to the
diaspora.

Builds on existing practice,
but seeks to enhance its
impact through capacity
building and partnership.

Strong, as it builds on
activities currently being
undertaken by remittance
recipients. The funds
come from their family
members, resulting in
a strong social/moral
obligation to use them
to their greatest effect.

2. 0oELOL]LnJ neZ
GLDVporD LnYeVtPent
Ln DJrLFXOtXre throXJh
VXFh YehLFOeV DV
PDtFhLnJ IXnGV ZLth
pXEOLF reVoXrFeV DnG
pooOLnJ oI IXnGV.
7o FoPpOePent
PLJrDntV rePLttDnFeV
XVeG to ¿nDnFe
DJrLFXOtXrDO proMeFtV

Strong (no foreseen
opposition)

Strong, this has proven
to be viable and scalable
with limited donor funds.
When taken to scale this
effect is greatly enhanced.

Strong, especially as
a local-level intervention.
Partnership with private
institutions such as
cooperatives and MFIs is
essential and reaching out
to ¿nancial institutions and
government are essential
when operating at scale.
Spillover effects will
enhance non migration
investments as well.

Strong, remittance
senders’ resources are
to be invested in their
communities of origin,
which has proven to be
a key driver of interest
on the sending side.
On the receiving side,
family members are part
of the community and can
monitor that funds are
being spent as intended.

3. 3ropoVeG LnnoYDtLnJ
PeFhDnLVPV
This chapter presents the proposed innovating mechanisms selected by the highlevel expert Committee for further consideration
by the Leading Group on Innovating Financing
for Development. It includes mechanisms for
new resources, and mechanisms for catalyzing
private investments in the food value chain and
in innovation systems. It ¿nally proposes the
creation of a coordination entity, an Innovative
Facility for the promotion of innovating ¿nancing
in agriculture, food security and nutrition, as a
global platform for developing new tools for catalyzing private investment.

➔
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3.1 0eFhDnLVPV to FhDnneO neZ
reVoXrFeV Ior DJrLFXOtXre
IooG VeFXrLt\ DnG nXtrLtLon
3.1.1 3otentLDO PeFhDnLVPV to DttrDFt
neZ reVoXrFeV
■

1DtLonDO tD[eV (to be decided at the national
level in industrialized, emerging or developing
countries): for instance, the tax on ¿nancial
transaction, supported by several European
countries, could be partly used for ¿nancing
food security in developing countries; a tax on
fats and sugar products, already existing in
some countries (USA) could be partially used
to ¿nance nutrition actions in developing countries and a tax on fertilizers in developed and
emerging countries has also been proposed
by NEPAD as a mean to develop fertilizer consumption in Africa through smart subsidies.
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■

■

■

9oOXntDr\ FontrLEXtLonV which could be applying, for example, by consumers, by ¿rms and
employees and/or by food and nutrition correlated industries. Lotteries can also be considered (a part of the lottery proceeds in
Belgium is already dedicated to ¿nance food
security projects in developing countries).
0LJrDntV¶ rePLttDnFeV represent considerable ¿nancial Àows from industrialized to developing countries, estimated at USD 400 billion
annually, an amount comparable to three times
net ODA. Remittances can be considered
both as new and renewable sources of ¿nancing as well as existing private capital that may
be channeled into agriculture. In the ¿rst case,
¿nancial instruments that mobilize this type
of new resources for development include;
i) the securitization of remittance Àows by
¿nancial institutions (i.e., mobilizing privatesector ¿nancing for banks) ii) the mobilization of diaspora resources for development
through diaspora bonds, which corresponds
to mobilizing new ¿nancing for governments.
$OOoFDtLon oI IXnGV JenerDteG E\ the FDrEon
ePLVVLon DOOoZDnFeV DXFtLonV in the European
Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS).
During the third trading period of the European
Emission Trading System starting in 2013, it is
expected that about half of the emission allowances will be auctioned, thus generating revenues for European Union member states.
Member states may decide to use part of this
income23 for climate change mitigation and
adaptation, including programmes for resilience
to climate change in developing countries, which
are the most affected although not the main
actors of climate change. Such programmes
could include support for climate resilient and
sustainable agricultural development and food
security in countries and regions vulnerable to
the effects of climate change. Other countries
around the world adopting emission trading
schemes and auctioning allowances could opt
for a similar approach.

3.1.2 3oVVLEOe PeFhDnLVPV IroP
the PXOtLFrLterLD DnDO\VLV
➔

Among those possible mechanisms, the
multi-criteria analysis conducted in chapter 2
of this report suggests that three mechanisms
deserve special attention, as they obtain the
highest rating: the tax on fertilizers proposed

by NEPAD, the sale of GHG emission rights and
the development impact bonds.
7D[ on IertLOL]erV
A feasibility study has been made on a possible
fertilizer tax, followed by a proposal for implementation carried out by NEPAD.
The source of funds would be a tax on fertilizer
use in the G20 countries or in a number of them.
Fertilizers should be taxed at the retail level
whether the fertilizer is locally produced or
imported. Since the tax will be largely if not
entirely transferred to farmers through an
increase in the retail price, it will have to be
acceptable to the farming community. Therefore,
the tax would have to be: (a) widely adopted by
major agricultural countries, (b) be suf¿ciently
small so that it will only marginally affect farm
income (it should be less than 0.5% of the value
of a bag of fertilizer).
According to the feasibility study, a tax of 0.1% of
fertilizer consumption in G20 countries would
yield USD 100 million a year, as would yield a
0.3% tax on fertilizer consumption in all OECD
countries.
According to the NEPAD proposal, the tax would
be used to ¿nance partially a smart subsidy on
fertilizers in sub-Saharan African countries (see
a detailed description of the proposed subsidy
scheme in section 3.2.3). The cost of such a program would roughly equal the annual proceeds
of the tax. Other utilizations could also be considered, beyond the fertilizers subsidy scheme
proposed by NEPAD.
6DOe oI *+* ePLVVLon DOOoFDtLon
The EU decision to sell by auction (instead of
distributing for free) GHG allocations to the energy
sector from 2013 on will generate between 20
to 35 billion Euros of additional revenues for the
member states of EU 15. Following the example
of Germany, who decided since 2008 to sell
these emission allocations and to partly use the
proceeds to ¿nance a global climate change program, including in developing countries, some
member states, who can decide freely on the
use of these new resources, indicated that they
intend to devote up to 50 percent of these
resources to climate change mitigation and
adaptation, including development cooperation.

23- As Germany has done already.
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A part of these resources could be used for
investing in agriculture and food security projects in developing countries, as agricultural
intensi¿cation, if properly managed, reduces the
pressure on deforestation and participates to climate change mitigation at the global level. Projects aiming at increasing resilience to climate
change in developing countries, such an irrigation projects or research on drought resistant
varieties could also be considered.
Although the complementarity of these new
resources to traditional ODA can be questioned,
there are strong arguments in favor of such a
mechanism:
■

The EU ODA funds amounted in 2007 to only
0,4 percent of GDP, whereas the EU pledged
to increase it to 0,7 percent by 2015, which
will be very dif¿cult, in times of economic
recession, through regular tax revenues. The
EU needs de¿nitely this type of innovating
mechanism to meet its pledge.

■

The mechanism is fair in its principle: Northern
countries are to a large extent responsible for
climate change, as their per capita emission
of GHG is overwhelmingly higher than in developing countries; it is therefore fair that they
contribute to build up resilience to climate
change in developing countries.

■

The mechanism can help reaching a consensus on climate change agenda currently under
discussion within the United Nations.

■

The mechanism is, in some aspects, a winwin relationship: climate change mitigation in
developing countries is a contribution to the
preservation of a global public good bene¿tting also to donor countries.

This mechanism is therefore recommended for
consideration by member states of the EU. In order
to minimize management costs, it could also be
recommended that member states pool their
resources into a common fund for climate
change mitigation and adaptation in developing
countries.
This move could also induce other countries and
regions to auction their quotas instead of giving
them away for free. Australia, New Zealand,
several states in the USA and Japan have also

emissions trading schemes which could be partly
used for this type of ¿nancing. Other regions in
the world might also implement this approach
in the future.
'eYeOopPent ,PpDFt %onGV ',%V
Development Impact Bonds (DIBs) are an interesting tool to channel new resources and promising avenues to ¿nance services delivery,
especially the delivery of SUN nutrition-speci¿c
interventions. DIBs are a family of outcomesbased ¿nancing products in which social investors fully or partly pay for services to be delivered
that improve social outcomes. Numerous variations are possible but the basic principle is that
investors would be remunerated with a return by
donor agencies and/or host country governments, if evidence shows that social outcomes
have improved. This approach seeks to shift
attention, incentives and accountability to results,
as payments are made in proportion to the programme’s success. This approach intends to
strengthen incentives for the innovation and the
necessary adaptation to deliver successful
outcomes.
DIBs are inspired by Social Impact Bonds (SIBs),
initially developed by Social Finance with the
UK Ministry of Justice and of¿cially launched
in September 2010. SIBs had permitted to raise
GBP 5 million from 17 social investors to fund
social support to 3,000 short-sentence male
prisoners. They have also permitted to explore
the potential to use outcome-based funds to
support a wide range of outcomes for target
populations with complex needs.
Compared to traditional approaches, this innovative ¿nancing mechanism offers several bene¿ts which have been identi¿ed and explored by
the Center for Global Development (CGD) and
Social Finance24, including:
■

Creating incentives to focus on achieving and
measuring outcomes;

■

Enabling donors to fund outcomes while leaving Àexibility for service providers to experiment solutions that work;

■

Leveraging support of the private sector to
increase innovation and ef¿ciency in service
delivery

24- Center for Global Development (CGD) and Social Finance (2012), Development impact bonds, Working group brie¿ng note
http://www.cgdev.org/doc/Workingpercent20Groups/Developmentpercent20Impactpercent20Bondspercent20Brie¿ngpercent20Note.pdf
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■

Creating mechanisms for coordinating government, private sector investors and nongovernment service providers;

■

Transferring risk from public sector to enable
earlier intervention and innovation; and

■

Providing upfront funding to service providers
enabling them to more easily participate in
results-based contracts.

3.2 0eFhDnLVPV to FDtDO\]e
prLYDte LnYeVtPent
Ln DJrLFXOtXrDO DnG IooG
YDOXe FhDLnV
A number of tools can be identi¿ed to make
investment in agricultural and food value
chains more attractive and to reduce the high
level of risks associated to agricultural investments. These tools are, for most of them, widely
used in developed countries and have proven
their ef¿ciency for ¿nancing agriculture. They can
however be considered as innovations to be
adapted and developed at an extent meeting the
¿nancing needs, in most developing countries,
and particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, where they
still are at a early stage. Based on a review of
available experiences and existing literature, the
most promising mechanisms are the following:

➔

■

Risk management tools to reduce the risk on
bank credit and investments in agricultural
activities;

■

Innovating credit mechanisms providing the
lender with improved collateral guarantees,
and thus facilitating the ¿nancing of agricultural value chains;

■

Public-private partnerships;

■

Smart subsidies for the dissemination of innovating technologies and agricultural inputs
required for intensi¿cation;

■

Pull mechanisms, aimed at attracting private
investment into ¿nancing of innovation systems.

■

Migrant remittances represent considerable
¿nancial Àows from developed to developing
countries, estimated at USD 400 billion annually, an amount comparable to three times
net ODA.25

3.2.1 RLVN 0DnDJePent tooOV DnG
LnnoYDtLnJ FreGLt PeFhDnLVPV
:eDther LnVXrDnFe
Greater availability of risk management tools
makes it easier for ¿nanciers to manage the risks
inherent in agricultural ¿nance, and will thus
catalyze private sector funding for agriculture.
When ¿nancing agriculture, ¿nanciers are exposed
to a number of risks, in particular: the price of the
crop may be less than anticipated, resulting in a
revenue that is too low to permit loan reimbursement; weather events may have led to loss of
(part of) the crop; there are obstacles preventing
the delivery of the crop to the buyer, be it in the
country or abroad (e.g., an export ban); the borrower may be unable to operate (e.g., due to civil
strife) or may decide to default; the buyer may
fail to pay; or government intervention may lead
to non-reimbursement of loans (e.g., currency controls). There are risk management instruments
for all of these risks, though their availability in
developing countries is patchy. All of these instruments are worth attention, but in one area, there
has been good progress over the past decade
which should be consolidated and scaled-up in the
future: market-based weather risk management.
Traditional crop insurance schemes, based on
individual yields and ¿eld inspections, can be
very costly to administer in developing countries;
this problem, as well as some other problems of
traditional insurance (such as moral hazard and
adverse selection) can be avoided with marketbased weather risk management. In western
countries, a large range of instruments is now
readily available. They are based on weather
indices such as rainfall and temperature, rather
than actual farm losses. They can be used to
protect against catastrophic risks, or to protect
against normal, day-to-day operational risks.
Agricultural banks can bundle weather risk management with their loan packages (for example,
loans are forgiven if there is a drought, and the
bank claims its money back from an insurance
company), or they can insist that lenders take
out weather insurance with the eventual claims
payable to the bank, or they can insure their agricultural loan portfolio against weather-related
default risk.

25- Surveys conducted for, and projects undertaken by FAO, the IDB, IFAD and IOM suggest that around 5 percent of these funds
are directly invested into agriculture. There are probably ways to better leverage remittances investments towards food
security projects, and a number of immigration countries are currently cooperating with countries of origin to develop such
projects. Such process could be included into a co-development scheme, i.e., matching those funds with public resources.
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Index insurance for climatic hazards (which
compensates the subscriber for production loss
when a reference index, for instance rainfall
level, is not reached) is one of the ways explored
by a number of international institutions to reduce
agricultural risk in Africa, where such risk is a
severe limiting constraint to intensi¿cation and
food security (and indirectly, a major reason for
banks’ reluctance to lend to agriculture). Pilot
projects have started in a number of East and
Southern African countries (Malawi, Ethiopia,
Kenya, and Tanzania) and are underway in
West Africa. Scaling-up these pilots requires a
considerable and expensive work of detailed
weather data collection in all African countries
with climatic risks.
In addition, the idea of reinsurance mechanism
has been launched by the Thomas More Institute (report “¿nance development”). This report
proposes the creation of reinsurance funds to
cover the natural risks, in order to enhance the
operating capacity of the insurance companies.
The reinsured risks could concern in priority
those which affect the productive capacity of the
poorest countries. Reinsurance funds can be
public or private. The risk coverage could be at
the level of individual subscribers or at national
level. Several initiatives can be considered as
belonging to this type of tools: the Global Index
Insurance Facility for the creation of an index
insurance system for ACP countries, supported
by the EU; the Caribbean Catastrophe risk Insurance Facility, to reduce hurricane risks and
earthquake in the Caribbean islands.
Price risks can also, under certain circumstances,
be addressed by price insurance schemes based
on future markets tools. The potential scope for
developing such schemes in the African context
is still under study, and more analytical work and
testing is still needed to design sustainable and
effective tools which could be developed at a
large scale.
*XDrDntee IXnGV Ior EDnN FreGLt
The reluctance of banks and other ¿nancial institutions to ¿nance the agricultural sector, due to
the perception of excessive risks, is one of the
major drawbacks for agricultural development in
the developing countries, and especially in Africa.
The idea to reduce banking risk by granting a

partial guarantee to banks, designed to cover a
portion of the risk without relieving the banks
from their credit responsibility, has been tried
and launched at different occasions in the agricultural credit sector in developing countries.
This instrument has been widely and very successfully used by EBRD in its agricultural ¿nancing activities in transition countries. In developing
countries, the existing devices (for example the
ARIZ fund launched by AFD or the AGRA/Standard bank initiative for guaranteeing credit to fertilizer distributors) are far from meeting the needs.
The creation of an umbrella mechanism at the
regional or continental level, ¿nanced by a Fund
to which could participate private investors (for
example, manufacturers of inputs or agricultural
equipments), and which would provide a partial
guarantee to local ¿nancing institutions credit
types with high impact on food security and small
farmers, thus appears to be a promising way.
Credit guarantee schemes usually imply on one
side commercial banks and micro¿nance institutions, who extend credit to farmers or agribusinesses and, on the other side, a guarantee provider
(which can be a development bank, a central
bank or a specialized institution like ARIZ), who
takes a share of the default risk on a given portfolio, usually against a guarantee fee. The guarantee provider needs a guarantee fund to cover
the possible loss in case the default rate exceeds
the guarantee fee.
:DrehoXVe reFeLptV
Credit backed by a security in the inventory is a
well known mean to secure storage and marketing credits and contributes to lower the interest
rate26, while being quite easy of use once the
system has been put in place. This mechanism
is yet developed to a very limited extent, at least
for food crops, in Africa, due partly to the lack of
reputable warehousing companies, the lack of
suf¿cient storage infrastructures in some countries and the lack of ¿nancing institutions ready
to ¿nance on a large scale this activity. In its
more elaborated form, the mechanism consists
for the producers in storing their products in a
warehouse against the delivery of a warehouse
receipt. The products can be used as collateral
for a credit by a bank or a micro-credit institution.
The credit is repaid when the product is sold or
withdrawn from the warehouse. This type of

26- In India, the developing country with the most experience with farmers using this instrument, the interest rate can drop
of 1.5 to 2 percent below the usual rate.
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credit can be sophisticated and combined with
other ¿nancing mechanisms such as forward
sales, insurance, sale contract indicating that
payment has to be made to the bank which has
extended a credit to the producer. Such combinations of mechanisms contribute to seasonal
secure credit and make it more accessible to
farmers.
&ontrDFt IDrPLnJ oXtJroZerV¶ VFhePeV27
DnG EDnN GoPLFLOLDtLon
Farming contracts can link producers (usually
small scale producers) and agribusiness: according
to such contracts, the agribusiness provides the
producers with agricultural inputs on a credit
basis and with technical advises, against the
producers’ commitment to sell the produce to the
agribusiness. This type of contracts, which is
commonly used for some export commodities

(cotton, rubber«) but rarely for food crops, can
be combined with other innovative tools to reduce
risks and facilitate seasonal credit. In such contracts, the selling price is usually set in advance
(or a price setting formula can be de¿ned in the
contract), which reduces the price risk for the
farmer. The agribusiness can, for internationally
quoted commodities, hedge on the future commodity market to reduce its own price risk.
For a commercial bank, extending seasonal
credit to farmers through such contracts is much
less risky than ordinary credit: the agribusiness
can usually guarantee the credit, and the farming contract can include a bank domiciliation
clause, by which the payment of the produce is
made to the farmer’s bank account, on which the
bank can deduct the repayment of the credit.

27- An outgrower scheme is an elaborate contact farming arrangement, emanating from a nucleus – a lead farm or a processor
(also called technical operator) – which provides outgrowers with technical support often including a credit component.
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([DPpOeV oI poVVLEOe FoPELnDtLonV oI LnnoYDtLnJ
¿nDnFe PeFhDnLVPV Ior YDOXe FhDLnV
7hree e[DPpOeV DPonJ otherV FDn LOOXVtrDte the e[tent to ZhLFh FoPELnDtLonV
oI VXFh LnnoYDtLnJ PeFhDnLVPV FDn IDFLOLtDte proYLVLon oI VeDVonDO FreGLt to
IDPLO\ IDrPerV.

:LenFo¶V PDL]e proMeFt Ln *hDnD

7he (623 PoGeO Ln 7oJo
%XrNLnD )DVo DnG %enLn28

7hLV PDL]e proMeFt ZDV ODXnFheG E\ D prLYDte
LnpXt VXppO\ FoPpDn\ :LenFo Ln *hDnD Ln
the PLG 2000V :LenFo proYLGeV VPDOO IDr
PerV JroXpeG Ln DVVoFLDtLonV ZLth teFhnL
FDO DGYLVeV DnG TXDOLt\ VeeGV DnG IertLOL]erV
DOOoZLnJ \LeOGV oI 5 tonVhD DV FoPpDreG
to trDGLtLonDO \LeOGV ZhLFh Go not e[FeeG
2 tonVhD . 7he VXppO\ oI LnpXtV LV ¿nDnFeG
E\ D EDnN FreGLt JXDrDnteeG E\ :LenFo. $Iter
hDrYeVt the PDL]e LV FoOOeFteG E\ :LenFo
D VPDOO proportLon oI proGXFtLon FDn Ee
Nept E\ the IDrPerV Ior theLr oZn XVe .
7he FontrDFt VetV D PLnLPXP VeOOLnJ prLFe.
7hroXJh heGJLnJ on the IXtXre PDrNet
:LenFo eOLPLnDteV the rLVN oI D IDOO Ln the
ZorOG prLFe oI PDL]e. 7he repD\Pent oI the
LnpXt FreGLt LV Gone E\ GeGXFtLon IroP
the proFeeGV oI the VDOeV pDLG on the IDr
Per¶V EDnN DFFoXnt.

7he DJrLEXVLneVV proYLGeV IDrPerV throXJh
D IDrPLnJ FontrDFt ZLth LPproYeG VeeGV DnG
other LnpXtV on D FreGLt EDVLV ZhLFh LV PDGe
poVVLEOe E\ the FOoVe OLnNDJe e[LVtLnJ EetZeen
the IDrPerV JroXpV DnG the DJrLEXVLneVV.
7he LnpXt VXppO\ FreGLt LV ¿nDnFeG E\ OoFDO
EDnNV XVXDOO\ XnGer VpeFL¿F FreGLt OLneV.

7hLV proMeFt LV FOeDrO\ D ZLnZLn operDtLon Lt
DOOoZV proGXFerV to Pore thDn GoXEOLnJ
theLr PDL]e proGXFtLon DnG thereIore theLr
LnFoPe. :LenFo PDNeV D pro¿t on the GLVtrL
EXtLon oI DJrLFXOtXrDO LnpXtV LtV Fore EXVL
neVV  DnG on the proFeVVLnJ DnG VDOe oI PDL]e
to IeeG proGXFerV.

7he IDrPerV Dre pDLG Ior theLr proGXFe Xpon
GeOLYer\ Dt the DJrLEXVLneVV ZDrehoXVe
eYentXDOO\ throXJh D V\VteP oI ZDrehoXVe
reFeLptV. 7he VeOOLnJ prLFe LV Vet Ln DGYDnFe.
7he repD\Pent oI the LnpXt VXppO\ OoDn tDNeV
pODFe Xpon the GeOLYer\ oI the proGXFe to the
ZDrehoXVe.

7hLV proJrDP proPoteG E\ tZo 1*2V &,&R
DnG (7' DLPV Dt OLnNLnJ proFeVVLnJ DJrLEX
VLneVV Ior XrEDn VXppO\ PDLnO\ Ior rLFe EXt
DOVo Ior Vo\D EeDnV to IDrPerV orJDnL]DtLonV.
,t LV LPpOePenteG Ln %XrNLnD )DVo 7oJo DnG
%enLn. 7he DJrLEXVLneVV enterprLVeV Dre FreD
teG DV MoLnt YentXreV EetZeen prLYDte LnGLYL
GXDO operDtorV DnG IDrPerV JroXpV the VhDre
oI the IDrPerV JroXpV Ln the FDpLtDO LV oIten
pDLG E\ D JrDnt oI the proMeFt .

$ FreGLt operDtLon Ior Fotton proGXFerV Ln $rJentLnD
:Lth VXpport IroP the *oYernPent oI the 3roYLnFe
oI &hDFo DnG 6DnFor 6eJXroV D OoFDO EDnN IroP
$rJentLnD %,&( hDV eVtDEOLVheG Ior the 20102011
VeDVon D IXnG Ior Fotton proGXFerV LnGLYLGXDO
IDrPerV DnG FooperDtLYeV .
7hLV IXnG LV EDVeG on tZo prLnFLpOeV proGXFerV
VeOO theLr Frop to the IXnG XnGer D FontrDFt Vpe
FLI\LnJ the GDte oI GeOLYer\ DnG prLFe Frop LV
LnVXreG DJDLnVt FOLPDte rLVNV. :Lth thLV IXtXre
proGXFtLon DV FoOODterDO the IXnG EorroZV on the
FDpLtDO PDrNetV DnG EonGV Dre LnVXreG DJDLnVt the
rLVN oI nonGeOLYer\ oI the Frop or GeIDXOt oI EX\erV.

)XnGV Dre onOent to IDrPerV to ¿nDnFe the pXr
FhDVe oI IertLOL]erV DnG VeeGV Ior the Fotton VeD
Von. 3roGXFerV pD\ EDFN theLr OoDnV eLther E\
VeOOLnJ theLr Frop to D thLrG pDrt\ DnG then XVLnJ
the proFeeGV to pD\ EDFN the FreGLt Zhen the
Vpot prLFe LV hLJher thDn the FontrDFt prLFe  or E\
VeOOLnJ theLr proGXFe to the IXnG ZhLFh Ln tXrn
VeOOV Lt to D preLGentL¿eG EX\er L.e. the 8nLon oI
$JrLFXOtXrDO &ooperDtLYeV DnG D Fotton FoPpDn\
%X\DttL . 7hLV IXnG LV DOVo noteG E\ rDtLnJ DJenF\
0ooG\ V ZhLFh LnFreDVeV LtV FreGLELOLt\.

28- Services Enterprises to Farmers Organisations" (Entreprises de services aux organisations professionnelles, or ESOP
in French).
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3.2.2 3ropoVDO Ior the VFDOLnJ
Xp oI LnnoYDtLYe ¿nDnFLDO tooOV
Ln YDOXe FhDLnV
3rLnFLpOe
In order to scale up risk management tools and
innovating ¿nance mechanisms, it is proposed
to consider the creation of “regional funds for the
scaling-up of innovative ¿nancial tools in value
chains” (see ¿gure 2). Each regional fund would
include regional stakeholders: development banks,
States, ODA agencies, REC, Development Agencies, insurance and banks companies, ¿nal
bene¿ciaries (farmers’ and SMEs’ organizations). All stakeholders would contribute to the
capital of the funds.

RXOeV
The principle is that any partner wishing to participate in the system provides a counterpart. For
example:
■

In return for accessing guarantees and subsidies on premiums, insurance companies have
to contribute to the Fund and to ensure the
dissemination of innovative insurance tools,
whose list and characteristics are determined
by the Fund management.

■

Similarly, banks are to contribute to the Fund
and to promote and ¿nance innovative banking products according to a prede¿ned list, in
return for accessing the Guarantee Fund.

■

States willing to give their country’s banks and
insurers access to the Fund, commit to contribute to the Fund and to implement legal
instruments required to make a better use of
innovative banking and insurance products.
They also commit to participate in setting up
information systems required for index-based
insurance.

■

Regional Economic Communities commit to
contribute to the Fund, to harmonize the credit
and insurance legislations of participating
countries, and to ensure the free movement of
goods and ¿nancial Àows to support regional
food chains development.

■

Regional banks commit to contribute to the
Fund and to support the promotion of innovative banking and insurance products through
¿nancing productive investment in the agriculture sector.

■

ODA would provide start-up ¿nancing for the
Fund and would match the contributions of the
private sector (banks and insurance) and
other national and regional ¿nanciers.

2EMeFtLYe
The objective of the Funds is to attract private
investment for value chains (targeting small
producers and nutrition-sensitive approach), for
instance increasing the availability of locally produced, diversi¿ed, nutrient-dense and/or forti¿ed
food through:
■

developing banks’ and insurance companies’
involvement in the sector;

■

mitigating agriculture and price risks through
crop insurance schemes and credit guarantees;

■

developing already tested new credit mechanisms (warehouse receipt system, contract
farming, combination of loan-insurance-forward contract ...).

$FtLYLtLeV
The fund could provide credit guarantees and
subsidies to participating banks and insurance
companies:
■

guarantee funds for innovative insurance
products (crop insurance, weather index-based
insurance...);

■

guarantee (on a risk sharing or on a risk
tranching basis) banks’ portfolios including
innovative banking products;

■

subsidies for: insurance premiums, information systems for insurance, dissemination of
information on innovative banking and insurance products.

The ¿nal bene¿ciaries of the credit generated by
the Funds’ activities would be mainly small scale
farmers, farmers’ organizations, and small and
medium agribusiness.

6oXrFe oI ¿nDnFLnJ DnG *oYernDnFe
The contributors to the Funds could be insurance companies and banks in developed and
developing countries, development banks,
States, ODA, regional institutions, Development
Agencies. The Fund could be co-chaired by
donors and recipients (POs and SMEs). It could
be managed by an international organization
and/or a continental or regional development
bank.
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3reOLPLnDr\ GeVLJn oI the operDtLnJ GeYLFe oI D reJLonDO IXnG
$ reJLon ZLth ¿Ye FoXntrLeV ZDntV to enter the
LnLtLDtLYe. (DFh FoXntr\ FontrLEXteV 86' 10 PLOOLon
to the )XnG. 2'$ DnG GeYeOopPent LnVtLtXtLonV
eDFh FontrLEXte 86' 40 PLOOLon. (DFh oI the
FontrLEXtorV IXO¿OOV LtV oEOLJDtLonV OeJLVODtLon
LnIorPDtLon V\VtePV proGXFtLYe LnYeVtPentV... .
$ EDnN Ln one oI the ¿Ye pDrtLFLpDtLnJ FoXntrLeV
ZDntV to enter the )XnG DnG FontrLEXteV
86' 10 PLOOLon. 7he )XnG JXDrDnteeV the EDnN
FreGLt portIoOLo Xp to 86' 35 PLOOLon PXOtLpOLer
eIIeFt oI other FontrLEXtorV . 7he EDnN FonVtL
tXteV D 86' 500 PLOOLon portIoOLo oI LnnoYDtLYe
EDnNLnJ proGXFtV DFForGLnJ to the preGe¿neG
OLVt . ,I GeIDXOt reDFheV 25 DnG the )XnG FoYerV
50 oI OoVVeV the )XnG ZLOO trDnVIer onO\
86' 35 PLOOLon to the EDnN JXDrDntee OLPLt reD
FheG . ,I OoVVeV Dre 10 the )XnG ZLOO pD\
86' 25 PLOOLon. 7he EDnN ZLOO DOVo Eene¿t IroP
the )XnG¶V teFhnLFDO DVVLVtDnFe Ior the GeYeOop
Pent oI LnnoYDtLYe EDnNLnJ proGXFtV.

3.2.3 3XEOLFprLYDte pDrtnerVhLpV
There are several innovative ways to stimulate private sector investments in rural
infrastructure. One is entirely private (although
government policies have to permit the mechanism): an entrepreneur can use off take contracts with foreign buyers (e.g., for fruits and
vegetables with a supermarket chain) to obtain
long-term investment ¿nance from local pension
funds which permits the construction of the infrastructure needed to produce, process and transport the fruits and vegetables (this has been
done, for example, in Zambia). Others require a
more active role of the government, in the form
of public-private partnerships (PPP).

➔

Through PPP governments can leverage funds
from the private sector to invest in agricultural
infrastructures or services bene¿tting to small
farmers. The private investor, usually an agribusiness, is compensated either by subsidy or a
public ¿nancial participation in his investment or
by a long term lease agreement or a levy the
proceeds of which pay back over time a part of
the initial investment. Such PPPs can easily be
used for the construction of irrigation schemes
(including, for instance, a nucleus rice company
and small scale out growers) or storage facilities.
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$n LnVXrDnFe FoPpDn\ FontrLEXteV 86' 10 PLOOLon
to the )XnG. ,t Eene¿tV IroP D 86' 15 PLOOLon
VXEVLG\ on prePLXP. 7he LnVXrDnFe FoPpDn\
FonVtLtXteV D portIoOLo oI LnnoYDtLYe LnVXrDnFe
proGXFtV oI 86' 30 PLOOLon E\ \eDrV VXEVLG\
oI 50 on prePLXPV . ,n FDVe oI GLVDVter Lt FDn
reTXeVt the )XnG Ior re¿nDnFLnJ Xp to D FeLOLnJ
or D preGe¿neG perFentDJe. 7he LnVXrDnFe FoP
pDn\ DOVo Eene¿tV IroP teFhnLFDO DVVLVtDnFe IXnGV
Ior the GeYeOopPent oI LnnoYDtLYe proGXFtV.
,n thLV V\VteP FreGLt or LnVXrDnFe GeIDXOt rLVNV Ln
GLIIerent FoXntrLeV Dre pooOeG Dt the reJLonDO
OeYeO.
7he IXnG e[pDnGV ZLth the entr\ oI neZ FoXntrLeV
EDnNV DnG LnVXrDnFe FoPpDnLeV DV ZeOO DV throXJh
LntereVtV JenerDteG E\ the IXnG¶V FDpLtDO. $ FontrL
EXtLon PD\ Ee DVNeG to ¿nDO XVerV  proGXFerV
32V 60(V.

It can also be used for a variety of projects: for
the provision of services to small farmers by an
agro-industry, within the framework of contract
farming arrangements; for the construction and
operation of wholesale markets.
In particular, governments and aid agencies may
consider certain innovative forms of Build-OwnOperate contracts. One good example is a structure used in the renewable energy sector. Private
entrepreneurs apply for the right to build the
plant. Milestones and a budget are agreed on.
On the back of this public-private agreement, the
entrepreneur raises the necessary funds for construction. Once the construction is completed,
the plant is bought by the government, permitting the entrepreneur to reimburse his loans; and
then, the plant is leased back to the entrepreneur who can operate it, with possible purchase
at a nominal price after some years on the condition that the entrepreneur meets pre-agreed performance criteria.
PPPs are strongly encouraged by the CAADP
strategy to leverage private ¿nancing for agricultural infrastructure, but their development is
severely constrained by the lack of soft loans
available for such investments.
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)LJXre 2 6FDOLnJ Xp oI LnnoYDtLYe ¿nDnFLDO tooOV Ior YDOXe FhDLnV
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3.2.4 6XEVLG\ VFhePe Ior LnpXtV
Ior VPDOO VFDOe proGXFerV29
➔

The NEPAD has recently called for the establishment of a fertilizer subsidy scheme (see
¿gure 3) in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), which could
be ¿nanced by a tax on fertilizers in G20 countries.

RDtLonDOe
A key component of any strategy to increase agricultural productivity among smallholder farmers
in Africa must be to increase smallholder use of
productivity-increasing inputs such as fertilizers
through improved access to input markets. Soil

29- This scheme can be ¿nanced through a tax on fertilizers in G20 countries, as explained in section 3.1.2.
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fertility is central to crop growth and fertilizers
are an important way to maintain or increase soil
fertility on agricultural lands. There is evidence
that no country in the world has been able to
expand agricultural growth rates and eliminate
hunger without increasing fertilizer use. However,
fertilizer use levels in Africa are the lowest in the
world at 9 kg/ha, compared to the world average
of more than 100 kg/ha and almost 200 kg/ha
in the Green Revolution countries of Asia. SubSaharan Africa consumes only 0.7% of world
production of fertilizers, as against 20% for
northern countries and 50% for the three following countries: China, India and Brazil.
Consequently, the agricultural production increases
in SSA mainly through expansion of land cultivated rather than agricultural intensi¿cation through
increased use of fertilizers. African farmers are
mining the soils by extracting more nutrients
from the soils than they replenish through the
use of fertilizers.
African governments are very cognizant of the
importance of increasing fertilizer use levels in
Africa. In June 2006, the Africa Fertilizer Summit
was convened to identify the key constraints to
increased fertilizer use in Africa and reach a consensus on an action plan. The outcome of the
Fertilizer Summit was the Abuja Declaration on
Fertilizers for an African Green Revolution which
set a national fertilizer target of at least 50 kg/ha
by 2015 and delineated measures and actions
required at the national and regional level to
achieve this target. Resolution 5 of the Abuja
Declaration calls for African Union Member
States to “improve farmers’ access to fertilizer,
by granting, with the support of Africa’s Development Partners, targeted subsidies in favour of
the fertilizer sector, with special attention to poor
farmers.
Currently, over 10 African countries have fertilizer
subsidy programs. These programs have improved
smallholder access to fertilizers and had a positive impact on yields and production. However,
the potential impact of these programs is stymied by inability to go to scale due to lack of suf¿cient funds. Furthermore, in many cases the
design and implementation of these programs
needs to be more closely aligned with the stated
objectives. There is a need for concerted action
at the highest levels to support the implementation of the continentally endorsed fertilizer policy
for Africa through concrete action to catalyze its
implementation with a substantive cash infusion.
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There is also a need to harmonize policies, in
order to avoid smuggling in neighboring countries. There is ¿nally a need to upscale the existing schemes, in order to maximize its impact on
food security.
3rLnFLpe
The subsidy program proposed by NEPAD would
be co-¿nanced at the national and regional levels. Co-¿nancing at the regional level will be relevant where regional economic institutions have
adopted a common fertilizer subsidy policy. Co¿nancing rates should be ¿xed at the regional
level. Co-¿nancing at the national level should
be adapted according to the budget of the individual member states to ensure that the poorest
countries will be able to participate in the program.
The subsidy programs would be designed and
implemented at the discretion of individual
member states, taking into account their particular needs and realities. Participating countries
would adhere to the following guidelines:
■

The distribution of fertilizers for the subsidy
program will be conducted by private distribution networks, not the Ministry of Agriculture
or a development organizations.

■

The subsidy will be designed to provide direct
support to farmers to access the subsidized
fertilizers from the private sector; this will be
done through the distribution of vouchers
directly to targeted farmers. For example, targeting should be done according to speci¿c
criteria such as areas or/and incomes to bene¿t only small-holders and/or poor farmers.

■

To the extent possible, bene¿ciary farmers
should be growing food crops. However, this
requirement can be posed as a general rule
and left to the discretion of each member state.

■

A continental ceiling or upper limit for the subsidy will be arrived at by negotiation between
representatives of the G20 countries and
member states. The actual subsidy rate will
be chosen by individual countries, but must
fall below the continental ceiling.

■

The subsidy will be time-bound for a 10 year
period and gradually reduced over this period.
Guidelines for the progressive reduction will
be negotiated between representatives of the
G20 countries and member states. The actual
phase out rates will be chosen by individual
countries, but must be aligned with the provided guidelines.
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A continental co-¿nancing level of 60% of the
cost of national subsidy programs (during the
¿rst year of implementation, but rapidly declining thereafter) is proposed for less developed
countries (LDCs) in SSA and this level is 40%
for middle-income countries (MICs). This level
of ¿nancing is deemed necessary for the
LDCs, whereas for the MICs the level of co¿nancing is chosen to be attractive enough to
get them involved in the program. Co-¿nancing of 40% for MICs has been assumed in the
calculation of funding requirements.

■

Member states should exhibit tangible progress in the implementation of the Abuja Declaration on Fertilizers agenda (increase in
number of agro-dealers, removal of tariffs on
fertilizers, establishment of national ¿nancing
facilities, establishment and implementation
of regulatory measures, etc.) to be eligible to
participate in the program.

■

Education and information programs for sustainable fertilizer use and its alternatives
should be considered.

■

The subsidy program should utilize national
¿nancial institutions for the payment of the
subsidized portion of the vouchers to the private distributors. This will provide some guarantee of professionalism and transparency,
and may help to develop linkages between
banks and agribusinesses.

■

The distribution of vouchers will be the responsibility of national agricultural authorities (ministries
of agriculture), but should be co-managed by
representative national farmers' organizations.

&oVt
The valuation of the program is based on the
assumption that LDCs (which represent 55% of
fertilizer consumption in SSA) will be co-¿nanced
at 60% and the MICs 40%, and on the assumption consistent with the objectives of the program
that the contractual export crops and agro-industrial crops are generally excluded. Additionally,
the subsidy rate will be digressive from 50% to
25% of the price. Based on these assumptions,
the total cost (which depends largely on the willingness of member states to join the program)

■

)LJXre 3 )ertLOL]er )LnDnFLnJ 0eFhDnLVP

Tax on fertilizer
consumption
(G20 countries) or
others resources

African Fertilizer
Financing Mechanism
(AFFM)

Contribution to
60-40% of the subsidy

Countries
(and regions)
volunteers

Contribution to
60-40% of the subsidy
Distribution
of vouchers for
subsidized fertilizer

National financial
institutions

Producers
Vouchers
refund
Vouchers

Fertilizer traders
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would be USD 960 million over 10 years, averaging USD 100 million a year.
*oYernDnFe
According to NEPAD, an adequate conduit for
the disbursement and management of the funds
is the African Fertilizer Financing Mechanism.
Resolution 11 of the Abuja Declaration on Fertilizers called for the establishment of an African Fertilizer Financing Mechanism (AFFM) to ¿nance the
various measures and activities delineated by the
Declaration. A Secretariat for the AFFM was established at the African Development Bank in 2007
and a Governing Council was established in 2009
which includes representatives from the African
Ministers of Agriculture, AFREXIMBANK, AGRA,
UNECA, IFA and 2 regional farmers’ organizations
and is chaired by the Commissioner of Rural
Economy and Agriculture of the African Union
Commission. However, the fund is not yet operational as it has a shortfall of USD 4.5 million below
the required legal threshold (USD 10 million).
However, given the amount of funds being proposed for the innovative ¿nancing mechanism
for fertilizers, the selection of the AFFM as the
institutional mechanism for the receipt and disbursement of the funds for the subsidy program
is possible. The AFFM Secretariat could then
provide annual reports on the disbursement of
funds to the ¿nanciers and other stakeholders in
accordance with the auditing and reporting
requirements of the African Development Bank
(AfDB).

3.2.5 0eFhDnLVPV Ior FDtDO\]LnJ prLYDte
LnYeVtPent Ln LnnoYDtLon V\VtePV
$0& DnG pXOO PeFhDnLVPV
RDtLonDOe
Increasing agricultural productivity in developing
countries relies heavily on the dissemination of
technical innovation (improved soil and pest
management techniques, more productive or
better adapted varieties, improved veterinary
services«). Building up sustainable agricultural
value chains relies also heavily on the dissemination of technologies adapted to the local context and to smallholders’ agriculture for post
harvest and processing.
Fundamental and adaptive research is, in developing countries, predominantly done by publicfunded research institutions: in Africa, private
agricultural research accounts for only 2 percent

of the global funding of agricultural research30.
Public-funded research is obviously an important
component of the innovation system, but it cannot
by itself meet the investment gap. It often also
results in a lack of linkage between research and
innovation development or dissemination, and in
insuf¿cient attention to the market potential of
the innovation. Private sector is therefore essential for the dissemination of innovation. Private
entrepreneurs are however reluctant to venture
into marketing of innovation technologies, because
of a number of market and coordination failures
impeding the establishment of commercial markets
for agricultural innovation in developing countries:
■

Failure of the market to capture the social
value of such innovations;

■

Imperfect information, responsible for dif¿culties
to anticipate the market response and for delaying it, because consumers lack information;

■

Coordination failures, in particular failures of
individual market actors to take decisions that,
if taken together, would be bene¿cial to all of
them.

In order to address those shortcomings, agricultural development institutions have traditionally
used “push mechanisms” (ex ante provision of
incentives for private sector innovations), such
as competitive grants linked to calls for proposals, subsidies to innovative technology dissemination or product development partnerships. By
contrast, “pull mechanisms”, which correspond
to ex post incentives to innovation linked to
expected results de¿ned ex ante, present the
advantage of being more result-based, and
therefore likely to be more effective. Another
option for incentives to innovation is the Advance
Market Commitment, already developed for the
production of vaccines, and which aims at reducing market risks. The G20 Development Working
Group report to the 2011 summit in Cannes
makes an explicit reference to Pull Mechanisms
and Advance Market Commitments (AMC) in
agriculture. It calls for an initiative in this area
and for the development of pilots. Those innovating ¿nancing mechanisms are expected to
leverage a maximum of private investment in
innovation systems with a minimum of public
funds, while ensuring a more effective use of
these resources.

30- IFPRI, 2006
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6FDOLnJ Xp the $* ReVXOtV LnLtLDtLYe
The AG Results initiative launched by a number
of countries in 2012, with the World Bank acting
as interim secretariat, is a response to the G20
call as regards pull mechanisms. The concept is
currently under development and testing through
three pilots. Once these pilots are implemented
and evaluated, new funding will be necessary,
beyond the USD 100 million already committed
for the pilot phase, to scale up the program. The
proposed Innovative Facility (see section 3.3)
could take over the continuation of the program,
in close cooperation with the World Bank’s
interim secretariat.
7he $0& PeFhDnLVP Ior YDFFLne proGXFtLon
Contrarily to pull mechanisms, the concept of
AMC applied to innovation in agriculture has not
yet been investigated nor tested. In its original
design for the development of an anti-pneumococcal vaccine adapted to Africa, the operation
principle of the mechanism was the following: a
donor (or a pool of donors) signs a contract with
a laboratory (GSK and P¿zer in the case of the
pneumococcal vaccine). The laboratory commits
itself to develop the vaccine according to the
contractual speci¿cations, to supply a given
quantity on a target market at a given maximum
price for a period of 10 years (both price and
quantity being speci¿ed in the contract). In turn,
the donor provides a market guarantee to the
laboratory: if the laboratory sells less than a
quantity of products corresponding to its breakeven point, the donor buys the difference at the
contractual price. In this way, the laboratory is
guaranteed against market failures, and ensured
that he will sell enough vaccines to cover its
development cost. The donor’s guarantee is
used only if the market turns out to be smaller
than expected, unstable or insolvent. The ¿nancial engineering of the mechanism is more complex than its basic principle: it includes donors’
contributions, a guaranty from the World Bank
on future donors commitments, subsidies for the
purchase of vaccines by targeted countries and
private contributions.
3oVVLEOe DGDptDtLon to LnnoYDtLon
Ln DJrLFXOtXre
Preliminary analyses show that:
■

The concept, as it was designed initially for
human vaccines, could be easily adapted to
the development of veterinarian vaccines,
provided the market is made of public veterinary services or public funded (for vaccines sold

through private channels, marketing promotion
services would be needed, and the market guarantee given to the laboratory might act as a disincentive for laboratories to invest in marketing).
■

The concept would have a very limited interest for plant breeding, for a variety of reasons:
large-scale private plant breeders would probably not be interested as plant varieties are, in
most developing countries, not liable to intellectual property rights, except GM varieties,
and, in some cases, hybrids (in this regard,
such a mechanism would provide a strong
incentives for large-scale breeders to develop
hybrids or GM varieties, which do not necessarily correspond to the needs of small farmers as it obliges them to renew their seeds
every season). Public research institutes (like
WARDA, which developed the new variety
NERICA rice) would not either be interested,
as these institutes are more in demand of pre¿nancing for their research work than of market guarantee (which is not relevant, as the
new variety is a public good).

■

The AMC mechanism would however be very
useful to secure the market of a private seed
producer (who has to produce seeds one year
before marketing them, and takes therefore
a market risk) or a company who wants
to develop and market an innovative on-farm
or processing equipment. AMC would guarantee the company a minimum market for a
period of time corresponding to the delay
required to build up a stable market for the
product. Through such a mechanism, the
market risk would be considerably reduced
during the start up period. This would be a
strong incentive for entrepreneurs to invest
into innovation development. It would also
considerably facilitate access to bank credit,
as the ¿rm’s income during the credit repayment period is secured.

3oVVLEOe DrFhLteFtXre oI $0& Ior LnnoYDtLon
Ln DJrLFXOtXre
One can thus imagine the following system:
■

In order to access an AMC contract, the innovation developer would be required to produce a business plan showing the initial
investment cost, the production and marketing cost and the sales forecast for the innovative product over a start up period (which
could be for instance 5 years).

■

The selling price is determined in the contract
and calculated in such a way as to cover the
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investment cost at the end of the start up
period.
■

If the cumulated sales stand below the sales
forecast during the start up period, the company is compensated for the gap (or the AMC
donor buys the unsold quantity). In this way,
the company’s income is secured during the
start up period.

■

If the company sells more products than anticipated, it makes an extra pro¿t.

■

At the end of the start up period, the company
is assumed to have built up its market and
does not need market guarantee anymore.

Such a mechanism would most likely be less
costly in public funds than traditional push mechanisms. It would also present the advantage of
securing bank credit to innovation. It is all the
more effective that the product developed is

really innovative and requires prior investment in
research and development. It does however
require preliminary testing and ¿ne tuning. It also
requires a careful assessment of bene¿ciary
projects and close monitoring during implementation, so as to ensure that the bene¿ciary complies to contract conditions and that he/she is not
responsible for a lower market than expected.
3oVVLEOe DGDptDtLon oI $* ReVXOtV
DnG $0& PeFhDnLVP to the nXtrLtLon VeFtor
The nutrition sector could greatly bene¿t from
the adaptation of innovative AG Result and AMC
initiatives to its own speci¿c needs, through the
following options:
■

AG Result could be applied to increase the
availability and consumption of forti¿ed foods
in selected areas. A standard or proportional
prize would reward organizations that are able
to demonstrate they reached this outcome31.

3reOLPLnDr\ GeVLJn oI D poVVLEOe $0& PeFhDnLVP
proGXFtLon DnG GLVtrLEXtLon oI LPproYeG VeeGV
$ OoFDO FoPpDn\ ZDntV to proGXFe DnG GLVtrLEXte
LPproYeG PDL]e VeeGV Ln Dn $IrLFDn FoXntr\.
$FForGLnJ to the EXVLneVV pODn the reTXLreG
LnYeVtPent DPoXntV to 86' 500 000 FonVtrXFtLon
GeYeOopPent oI the IDrPLnJ DreD eTXLpPent Ior
VortLnJ DnG pDFNLnJ DFTXLVLtLon FoVt Ior EreeGer
VeeGV DnG PXOtLpOLFDtLon . 7he IoreFDVteG proGXF
tLon FoVt e[FOXGLnJ DPortL]DtLon oI the LnYeVtPent
DPoXntV to 86' 02NJ DnG the GLVtrLEXtLon FoVt
LnFOXGLnJ PDrNetLnJ to 86' 01NJ.
$Iter D PDrNet DVVeVVPent the FoPpDn\ EeOLeYeV
thDt D VeOOLnJ prLFe oI 86' 04NJ LV FoPpetLtLYe
DnG ZoXOG open Xp D VL]eDEOe PDrNet. 7he JroVV
PDrJLn ZoXOG then Ee 04  02 proGXFtLon FoVt 01
GLVtrLEXtLon DnG PDrNetLnJ FoVt
86' 01NJ.
7hLV XnLt JroVV PDrJLn ZoXOG FoYer the LnLtLDO
LnYeVtPent FoVt DIter D perLoG oI 5 \eDrV proYL
GeG thDt the totDO YoOXPe oI VDOeV oYer the perLoG
DPoXntV to 5 000 tonV 7 . 7he FoPpDn\ EeOLeYeV
thDt D PDrNet oI 2 000 7 per \eDr LV D reDVonDEOe
oEMeFtLYe ForreVponGLnJ to D VDZn DreD oI roX
JhO\ 50 000 hD Ln the reJLon. 7he FoPpDn\ DntLFL
pDteV D VDOeV YoOXPe oI 500 7 Ln \eDr 2 1 000 7
Ln \eDr 3 1 500 7 Ln \eDr 4 DnG 2000 7 IroP \eDr 5
on L.e. 5 000 7 Ln totDO GXrLnJ the 5 ¿rVt \eDrV .
7he proMeFt LV thereIore ¿nDnFLDOO\ IeDVLEOe EXt
the FoPpDn\ FDnnot tDNe the IXOO PDrNet rLVN

FonVLGerLnJ the XnFertDLnt\ on the IDrPerV¶ reV
ponVe DnG no EDnN LV ZLOOLnJ to JrDnt D OoDn on
thLV EDVLV.
7he $0& FontrDFt JXDrDnteeV the FoPpDn\ thDt
Lt ZLOO FoYer the GeYeOopPent FoVt ZLthLn the ¿Ye
¿rVt \eDrV eYen LI the PDrNet LV VPDOOer or VOoZer
thDn e[peFteG XnGer the FonGLtLon thDt thDt the
LnnoYDtLon LV DFtXDOO\ VhoZLnJ the proPLVeG LPpro
YePentV  Lt ZLOO pD\ to the FoPpDn\ eDFh \eDr
GXrLnJ the VtDrt Xp perLoG the VDOeV YDOXe oI the
eYentXDO JDp EetZeen the FXPXODteG TXDntLt\ VoOG
DnG the EXVLneVV pODn IoreFDVt. )or LnVtDnFe
,I Dt the enG oI \eDr 2 the FoPpDn\ FoXOG VeOO onO\
400 7 LnVteDG oI 500 7 Ln the EXVLneVV pODn  the
$0& Gonor ZLOO pD\ or ZLOO EX\ 100 7 PXOtLpOLeG
E\ the XnLt VDOe prLFe 86' 04NJ  L.e. 86' 40 000.
,I Dt the enG oI \eDr 3 FXPXODteG TXDntLtLeV VoOG
reDFh 1 400 7 LnVteDG oI 1 500 7 DFForGLnJ to the
EXVLneVV pODn  the FoPpDn\ GoeV not Jet DGGL
tLonDO reLPEXrVePent VLnFe Lt ZDV DOreDG\ FoP
penVDteG Ior 100 7 the preYLoXV \eDr LI FXPXODteG
VDOeV reDFh onO\ 1 300 7 Lt LV FoPpenVDteG Ior Dn
DGGLtLonDO 100 7.
%\ the enG oI \eDr 5 the FoPpDn\ LV DVVXPeG to
hDYe EXLOt Xp LtV PDrNet DnG GoeV not neeG JXD
rDntee Dn\Pore.

31- This scheme was proposed by the World Bank (Agricultural Pull Mechanism (AGPM) Initiative pilot ideas for nutrition, 2011).
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■

AMC mechanism would be useful to enhance
additional, diversi¿ed and locally produced
ready-to-use food (both therapeutic and preventive) and to overcome the dissuasive costs
of quality standards management. The mechanism would support productions which ensures
numerous advantages, including:
 pushing up the production capacities;
 stimulating the innovation (innovative formula
with local and non-allergenic components,
economical and environment-friendly packaging, etc.);
 developing local businesses and supplementary outlet for local value chain;
 decreasing transport and delivery costs
(air freight of ready-to-use therapeutic food
increases the landed cost by 100 per cent
and see freight by 10 per cent32) and reducing pollution;
 improving delivery Àexibility and facilitating
the management of malnutrition at country
level.

Similarly to the system for innovation in agriculture, local producers would be required to present a business plan in order to access AMC
contracts.

3.2.6 0LJrDntV¶rePLttDnFeV
As said in section 3.1.1, remittances in
addition to being new sources of ¿nancing
for agricultural development represent also
existing capital that only needs to be channeled
into this area. Interventions to promote the
investment of remittances and diaspora investment consist of developing innovative models
and partnerships to i) leverage the existing Àow
of migrant remittances to entrepreneurs and
smallholder farmers investing in agriculture
(approximately USD 20 billion worldwide), and
ii) to mobilize new sources of diaspora investment in agriculture, food security and nutrition
projects in developing countries. The impact of
these funds can be signi¿cantly leveraged and
their amount increased through collaboration
between public and private diaspora actors, and
their counterparts in developing nations both
within a co-development framework (i.e., matching these funds with public resources) and
through public facilitation of private investment.

➔

3.3 $n LnnoYDtLYe IDFLOLt\ Ior
the proPotLon oI LnnoYDtLYe
¿nDnFLnJ Ln DJrLFXOtXre
IooG VeFXrLt\ DnG nXtrLtLon
RDtLonDOe
The development of food production and supply,
in view of improving food security and nutrition
and reducing rural poverty, relies to a large extent
on private investment, in complement to ODA.
Alleviating, through innovating mechanisms, the
constraints which hamper private investment
and bank credit to agriculture and providing
incentives to attract new investors are therefore
crucial for the development of agriculture and
the improvement of food security in less developed countries, particularly in Africa.
Although a number of institutions (the World Bank,
IFAD, FAO, AGRA, bilateral aid institutions,«) are
already involved in the pilot development of such
innovative ¿nancing, there is a clear need for considerable additional efforts to promote such tools,
upscale existing projects and develop shared
approaches in the agricultural development community. There is also a clear need to co-ordinate the
interventions of the various institutions interested
by the development of such tools and to build up
a forum where experiences can be discussed
and evaluated, and new innovating mechanisms
designed. The creation of an entity in charge of
mainstreaming innovative ¿nancing into agriculture is therefore recommended.
0LVVLon
The mission of the Innovative Facility would be
to promote innovative tools for ¿nancing agricultural development focused on family farmers,
food security and nutrition improvement projects
in developing countries, with a speci¿c focus on
Africa, particularly affected by food security problems. As a ¿rst approach, the Fund could consider
as innovative all ¿nancial tools aiming at reducing
the constraints limiting local or international private investment in agricultural and animal production value chains or providing incentives for such
investments, hence having a catalytic effect on
their development. This would cover the all range of
innovating tools described in the previous sections.
$FtLYLtLeV
The Innovative Facility would have two main activities: (a) it would be a think tank for the identi¿cation,

32- UNICEF, Komrska, J. (2012), Increasing Access to Ready-to-use Therapeutic Foods.
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design and evaluation and coordination of innovative ¿nancial mechanisms, and (b) would participate in projects aimed at developing innovative
tools in order to attract private sector ¿nancing in
the agricultural and animal production value
chains.

7\peV oI LnnoYDtLnJ proMeFtV
Although this list is not limitative, the Innovative
Facility could concentrate its ¿nancing activities
on the following tools (described in the previous
sections):
■

3XEOLFprLYDte pDrtnerVhLpV The Innovative
Facility could participate in the ¿nancing,
through patient capital, in public-private partnership enterprises with strong impact on
small farmers, such as irrigation schemes or
agricultural corridors. The ¿nancing by the
Fund could take the form of a participation in
the capital of the entity implementing the partnership (with a sale back of the shares when
the project starts to generate income), eventually taking on some of the mezzanine-level
risks of a project (based on the concept of risk
tranching), or through long term soft loans.

■

&reGLt JXDrDntee The Innovative Facility
could catalyze the development of credit guarantee schemes in several ways: it could participate in the capital of existing or new
guarantee providing entities, thus enhancing
their guarantee capacity; it could co-¿nance

As a think tank, the Innovative Facility would:
■

Elaborate the design of identi¿ed innovative
¿nancing mechanisms which still need to be
studied and tested (for instance AMC
mechanisms);

■

Follow up the implementation of innovative
mechanisms and propose design improvements through building on experience;

■

Foster a collective and coordinated approach
among development institutions on innovating
mechanisms for agricultural development ¿nancing, and network with all concerned institutions
so as to share experiences, develop common
approaches and mainstream innovative ¿nancing tools; and

■

Identify, on a continuous basis, new possible
mechanisms, through, for instance, calls for
innovating proposals.

As a ¿nancing institution, the Innovative Facility
could intervene as co-¿nancier of innovating
¿nancing projects rather than as an executing
agency for such projects. The objective of the
Innovative Facility is indeed not to duplicate with
those ¿nancial institutions (World Bank, IFAD,
Regional development banks, bilateral ¿nancing
institutions, private foundations«) which are
already developing, although on a too limited
scale, a number of innovative ¿nancial tools, but
rather to act as a catalyst for the up scaling of
innovative ¿nancing tools. In this respect, one of
the core activities of the Innovative Facility could
be to co-¿nance, with interested ¿nancial institutions, projects or project components aiming at
developing innovative ¿nancial tools, thus leveraging the investments of those institutions in
such tools and creating a strong incentive for
these institutions to include such tools in their
project portfolios. The Innovative Facility could
also take participations in the capital of agencies
involved in the implementation of innovating
¿nancing tools, or extent to them long term soft
loans to catalyze their activities. In all cases, eligibility to the ¿nancing by the fund would be conditioned by the fact that considered investments
are bene¿tting to family farmers.
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([DPpOe oI D poVVLEOe )DFLOLt\¶V
LnterYentLon Ln 333 ¿nDnFLnJ
$ prLYDte LnYeVtor pODnV D rLFe GeYeOopPent
proMeFt LnFOXGLnJ FonVtrXFtLon oI D rLFe PLOO
DnG D VLOo DnG D 5 000 hD LrrLJDteG VFhePe
oI ZhLFh 3 000 hD ZoXOG Ee OeDVeG to 1 500 rLFe
oXt JroZerV. 7he totDO FoVt oI the proMeFt
LV 86' 100 PLOOLon. 7he *oYernPent eYen
tXDOO\ throXJh Dn LnternDtLonDOO\ ¿nDnFeG
GeYeOopPent proMeFt pDrtLFLpDteV to the
¿nDnFLnJ Xp to 86' 20 PLOOLon ForreVpon
GLnJ to prLPDr\ LnIrDVtrXFtXreV FonVLGereG
DV pXEOLF reVponVLELOLt\. 7he LnYeVtor DnG the
*oYernPent FoXOG FreDte D pXEOLFprLYDte
FoPpDn\ Ln FhDrJe oI GeYeOopLnJ the pro
MeFt. 7he )DFLOLt\ FoXOG pDrtLFLpDte to the
FDpLtDO oI the FoPpDn\ Xp to Ior LnVtDnFe
86' 30 PLOOLon DnG reVeOO LtV pDrtLFLpDtLon to
the prLYDte LnYeVtor DIter 10 \eDrV onFe the
proMeFt hDV JenerDteG enoXJh FDVh to EX\
the FDpLtDO VhDre heOG E\ the )DFLOLt\. $OternD
tLYeO\ the )DFLOLt\ FoXOG PDNe D VoIt OoDn to
the *oYernPent Ln orGer to ¿nDnFe LtV pDrtL
FLpDtLon Ln the FDpLtDO. ,t FoXOG DOVo ¿nDnFe
the oXt JroZerV to tDNe D VtDNe Ln the FDpLtDO
oI the LnYeVtLnJ FoPpDn\ oI ZhLFh the\
ZoXOG thXV EeFoPe VhDrehoOGerV oYer tLPe.
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credit guarantee schemes set up by development projects, through grants or soft loans, or
a mix of both types of resources, depending
on the bene¿ciary country and the level of
risks. It could also ¿nance a guarantee fund
associated to a credit line ¿nanced by a development project (for instance, a credit line
¿nanced by a development institution such as
World Bank or IFAD for the collective purchase by farmers groups of processing equipment could be backed by a guarantee scheme
co-¿nanced by the Facility and operated by
the project).
In all cases, the credit guarantee scheme
would have to comply to strict eligibility
criteria:
 The bene¿ciary bank would have to comply
to minimum standards in terms of good governance, ¿nancial soundness and technical
capacity;
 The guaranteed portfolio would have to
¿nance activities bene¿tting directly or indirectly to family farmers.
■

■

$JrLFXOtXrDO LnVXrDnFe VFhePeV In conformity with its proposed mandate, the Innovative Facility could co-¿nance projects
including the development of an insurance
scheme linked to bank credit bene¿tting
directly or indirectly to family farmers, both for
the front end investment (insurance scheme
engineering, preliminary data collection, setting up of pilots) and for the subsidization of
the insurance premiums.
3XOO PeFhDnLVPV Ior the ¿nDnFLnJ oI DJrL
FXOtXrDO LnnoYDtLon V\VtePV The Innovative Facility could co-¿nance projects aimed at
developing new approaches for ¿nancing
innovation systems in agriculture, in particular
the Pull mechanisms and Advance Market
Commitment (AMC) mechanisms, which appear
to be a promising tool for involving private
actors and private investment into the dissemination of agricultural and animal production innovation.

ReVoXrFeV
The Innovative Facility could be innovating in
two ways: it would mobilize innovating resources
in order to promote innovating tools. Two types
of resources could be considered:

■

Non reimbursable contributions: such contributions could be granted through traditional
ODA mechanisms (contributions from voluntary States, international development institutions) or they could also be collected through
innovative resource mechanisms, such as a
part of the proceeds of a possible tax on ¿nancial transactions, a tax on fertilizers and eventually pesticides consumption in developed
countries, lotteries, contributions from the private sector.

■

Long term loans with a low interest rate (for
instance 20-to-30-year loans at an interest
of 1%) from ¿nancial development institutions
or private investors (patient capital). A number
of global agro-industrial ¿rms have expressed,
in particular at the World Economic Forum33,
their interest in participating in innovating
approaches to foster agricultural development in
Africa, both on the ground of their social accountability and because they consider that Africa will
become a major food market in the future. It is
believed that such ¿rms could be interested in
participating in the Facility through long term soft
loans, which do not impact their pro¿t and loss
accounts, provided this gives them a right to participate in the governance of the Facility, and
provided their intervention has enough visibility
to serve their image in the public at large.

Such a mix of resources, combining grants and
borrowed capital on soft conditions, would allow
the Facility to develop a wide array of ¿nancial
mechanisms.
*oYernDnFe DnG orJDnL]DtLon
The Innovative Facility would be operated by a
limited staff of highly quali¿ed of¿cers, accountable to the governing board and to the public at
large, and whose mission would be to contribute
to the elaboration of new innovative mechanisms
concepts, to select projects for ¿nancing by the
Facility, to monitor, follow up and evaluate ongoing projects, and, more generally, to use the
Facility effectively under the guidance of its governing board. The institutional status of the Facility remains open: it could be integrated into
existing institutions; it could also be an independent international public-private institution
with a governing board, composed, for instance,
of contributors, and an advisory council, made of
internationally recognized food security experts.

33- “Putting the new vision for Agriculture into action”; a report by the World Economic Forum’s New vision for agriculture initiative; 2012.
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,ntereVt oI the propoVeG )DFLOLt\
The creation of such an Innovative Facility would
be a very positive contribution to the promotion
of innovating ¿nancing mechanisms in agricultural and food security:
■

it would bring new resources for the development of such tools, allowing an up scaling
from a yet experimental scale to large scale
¿nancing; it would give visibility to these tools
and a clear signal of the interest borne by the
development community for innovative ¿nancing in agriculture;

■

it would have a strong leverage effect on other
development institutions;

■

it would improve the dialogue and mutual
understanding within development institutions
and between these institutions, local authorities and the private sector on investment strategies for agricultural value chains in developing
countries;

40

■

it would create incentives for innovation on a
continuous basis by calling for innovative proposals from public and private actors;

■

it would make possible a collective and coordinated approach (which is presently lacking)
for the development of innovative ¿nancing,
thus allowing to pool expertise and to draw
shared lessons from experience.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

After several months of studies, the international Committee of experts con¿rmed
the rationale for the promotion of innovative
¿nancing for agriculture, food security and nutrition and came to the conclusion that this report
represents a ¿rst step in the process. The committee also discussed various ways in which new
funding for such efforts could be mobilized. A list
of mechanisms has been identi¿ed in the report
which includes new instruments and new
approaches to improve the ef¿ciency of existing
instruments. Such mechanisms may complement each other and stand at various stages of
development. They also rest on different ¿elds of
expertise and would necessitate separate work
streams to further explore their potential and
feasibility.

➔

In this context, in order to pursue the work initiated on innovative ¿nancing for agriculture, food
security and nutrition, the international Committee of experts recommends to the Members of
the Leading Group on Innovating Financing for
Development:
1 7o VXpport the eVtDEOLVhPent oI D PXOtL
VtDNehoOGerV pODtIorP Ior the FoorGLnDtLon
oI reVeDrFh DnG GLVVePLnDtLon oI NnoZOeGJe
on LnnoYDtLYe ¿nDnFLnJ Ior DJrLFXOtXre IooG
VeFXrLt\ DnG nXtrLtLon whose name could be
the “Innovative Facility for Agriculture, Food
Security and Nutrition” (IFAFSN). Beyond its
coordination function, the objective of the
IFAFSN would be the design and operationalization of innovative ¿nancing mechanisms.
A recommended next step could be to discuss the term of reference of such a facility.

2 7o LnLtLDte the ZorN oI the ,)$)61 E\ ODXnFh
LnJ one or VeYerDO ZorN VtreDPV VeOeFteG
IroP the IoOOoZLnJ optLonV propoVeG Ln
the report
■

Advanced market commitments (AMC) speci¿c
on agricultural inputs and nutritional products;

■

Public-private partnership to catalyze private
investment in the agricultural and food value
chain (a pilot-project could consist in ¿nding
ways to systemize an integrated scheme for
school feeding with supply from small local
producers);

■

Structured ¿nance and risk management tools
for agriculture, food security and nutrition;

■

Innovative schemes and partnerships to leverage and channel Àows of migrant remittances
and diaspora capital towards agricultural investment;

■

Voluntary contributions (dedicated lotteries,
for examples);

■

Taxes on fats and sugar products (for both over
and under nutrition-oriented purposes) and
on fertilizers.

Innovative financing for agriculture, food security and nutrition
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APPENDIX

$ppenGL[ , 7he LGentL¿eG LnnoYDtLnJ ¿nDnFLnJ
PeFhDnLVPV
1. ,nnoYDtLnJ reVoXrFe
PeFhDnLVPV neZ reVoXrFeV
D 7D[eV Ln YoOXnteer 6tDteV
EXt PDnGDtor\ ZLthLn 6tDteV
DGherLnJ to the PeFhDnLVP
7D[ on IertLOL]erV
See section 3.1.2
7oEDFFo tD[ Ln 6oXthern FoXntrLeV
The idea of the tax on tobacco which would be
applied both in Northern and Southern countries
(where addiction to tobacco is a growing public
health problem) has been supported by the WHO.
A development institution has developed a proposal on this line. The tax on tobacco would consist in an excise duty on tobacco consumption in
Southern countries. The proceeds of the tax,
eventually supplemented by solidarity contributions coming from Northern countries, would be
used to ¿nance the prevention of tobacco addiction and the conversion of the tobacco cultivation
towards food crops in Sub-Saharan Africa. The
main bene¿ciaries concerning conversion would
be the large scale African tobacco producing
countries (Malawi, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania
and Mozambique).
6DOe oI *+* ePLVVLon DOOoFDtLon
See chapter 3.1.2
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7D[ on IDtV DnG VXJDr proGXFtV Ln YoOXntDr\
1orthern FoXntrLeV
This idea has been evoked by some experts.
The tax could, in the ¿rst place, be applied on
soft drinks in Northern countries. The proceeds
of the tax could be partly used for the ¿nancing
of projects meant to improve nutrition in Southern countries.
2ther JOoEDO tD[eV XnGer FonVLGerDtLon
Ior the ¿nDnFLnJ oI LnternDtLonDO VoOLGDrLt\
DnG GeYeOopPent
In this category, one can include the tax on ¿nancial transactions, which is currently debated in
international fora. The feasibility of such taxes
has been studied in details by the Leading Group,
to the extent that a more detailed analysis in
this report does not seem useful. All these taxes
could ¿nance, inter alia, food security, considered
as a global public good, as well as health or
education.
2ther tD[ optLonV to Ee e[pOoreG«
Shipping and aviation fuel taxes (global bunker
fuel tax) as has been proposed by Bill Gates’
report to the G20 (November 2011) could also
be considered. Furthermore, it could be proposed a tax on internet sports bettings, and on
luxury tourism, high-end hotels, cruising, catering business and/or food processing industry.
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E 9oOXntDr\ FontrLEXtLonV
9oOXntDr\ ODEeOLnJ
Some experts have suggested an innovating
¿nancing mechanism inspired from the RED
experience, a voluntary labeling indicating that
¿rms adhering to the label participate in the ¿ght
against AIDS. One could imagine the creation of
a “food security” label: the brands (distributors
brands, large agro-food brands, Fast Food brands)
would commit themselves to participate in the
¿nancing of food security projects in Southern
countries by devoting to it a percentage of their
margin; in turn, they could use the food security
label to brand their products and communicate
on the actions ¿nanced through their contributions, thus improving their image (for example
through socially responsible company saving
scheme34).
/otter\
The idea of using lotteries incomes for the ¿nancing of development or for international solidarity
was implemented in the United Kingdom, and
speci¿cally for ¿nancing the agricultural sector,
in Belgium. Some international organizations
support the idea of creating a world lottery (global
lotto) on this model. It could also be considered
that existing lotteries in some countries contribute voluntarily to a fund for the development of
food security, agriculture and nutrition in developing countries.
RoXnGLnJ Xp EDnNLnJ trDnVDFtLonV
to the neDreVt FXrrenF\ XnLt
The idea is supported by the report on innovating ¿nancing in the education sector. This idea
could be applied in the food security sector.
Some Northern banks could, for instance, propose to their customers to round up to the nearest currency unit their expenditure paid by credit
cards, using the difference to contribute to a fund
for improvement of food security and nutrition in
Southern countries.

public aid commitment from donor countries.
Repayment of the bonds is ¿nanced by ODA
payments from donor countries to the Facility.
This system permits developing countries to rapidly mobilize a very high amount of ¿nancing to
the bene¿t of the GAVI Alliance. GAVI uses the
funds to ¿nance a number of selected projects.

G 0LJrDntV rePLttDnFeV DnG GLDVporD
LnYeVtPent Ln DJrLFXOtXre
%onGV Ior PLJrDntV
This innovative mechanism is identi¿ed in the
report  RQHGXFDWLRQLQQRYDWLYH¿QDQFLQJ
Governments of developing countries would issue
bonds for sale to their emigrants for a Fund dedicated to educational sector development. The
report estimates that emigrants will subscribe in
a spirit of solidarity and patriotism. The fact the
bonds interest is paid in local currency is also
seen as an advantage by the report. An international institution could guarantee the repayment
and the payment of interest of the bonds, and
could also participate in the management of the
Fund.
)LnDnFLnJ Dn DJrLFXOtXrDO LnYeVtPent IXnG
throXJh OoDnVEonGV EDFNeG E\ IXtXre
PLJrDnt rePLttDnFeV
Migrant remittances involve the transfer of money
to family members in developing nations. Especially when processed through a bank, the regular Àow of transfers in hard currencies can be
leveraged in order to “securitize” the incoming
remittance Àow. In this process, the local bank
can raise funds on the international bank or bond
market to set up a local investment fund. Securitization has been undertaken in Central America
with support from the World Bank and has been
used in a few African countries, e.g. to set up a
USD 40 million agricultural investment fund in
Ghana, but there is much scope for expansion.

F &DOO to the ¿nDnFLDO PDrNet
,nternDtLonDO ¿nDnFe IDFLOLt\
This mechanism, implemented in the health
sector for the ¿nancing of vaccination campaigns
function as follows: a public-private institution,
GAVI Alliance, issues bonds sold on the ¿nancial
market. These bonds are guaranteed by long term

34- Leading Group on Innovative Finance (May 2012) « &RPPHQWHQFRXUDJHUODSKLODQWKURSLHSULYpHDXVHUYLFHGXGpYHORSSHPHQW"
(WXGHVXUOHVPRGqOHVpPHUJHQWV ª, Prospective study. http://www.leadinggroup.org/IMG/pdf/PhilanthropieBBD.pdf
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2. 0eFhDnLVPV LnnoYDtLnJ
throXJh D FDtDO\tLF eIIeFt
on prLYDte LnYeVtPent
D 0eFhDnLVPV Ior ¿nDnFLnJ DJrLFXOtXre
LnnoYDtLon V\VteP
3XOO PeFhDnLVPV
See section 3.2.5

E 0eFhDnLVP Ior YDOXe FhDLnV ¿nDnFLnJ
:DrehoXVe reFeLptV
See section 3.2.1
3XEOLFprLYDte pDrtnerVhLpV
See section 3.2.3
$OOLDnFe ZLth prLYDte VeFtor
DnG YentXre FDpLtDO
The Africa Agriculture Trade and Investment
Fund35 (AATIF) by KfW and Deutsche Bank provide loans, guarantees and, to a limited extent,
also equity to experienced private sector enterprises and farmers located in Africa. It encourages the engagement of private investors that
look for more “risky” investment opportunities.

public resources can help encourage diaspora
investment, if the money is used to ¿nance collective or individual projects for agricultural modernization (creation of irrigated schemes, etc.),
for agro-industrial processing or for the development of services to agriculture in their village or
region of origin. As diaspora investors have a
strong link with their community of origin, and
particularly with their family members in that
community, both remittances and diaspora investment contribute signi¿cantly to poverty alleviation
and community development, even during times
of crisis when other investors are unwilling to
invest.
They could also be collected through innovative
resource mechanisms, such as a part of the proceeds of a possible tax on ¿nancial transactions,
a tax on fertilizers and eventually pesticides
consumption in developed countries, lotteries,
contributions from the private sector.

RLVN 0DnDJePent tooOV
LnGe[ LnVXrDnFe prLFe LnVXrDnFe
See section 3.2.1
*XDrDntee IXnGV Ior EDnN FreGLt
See section 3.2.1
6XEVLGLeV Ior LnpXtV Ior VPDOO VFDOe proGXFerV
(which can be combined with a fertilizers tax
in G20 countries)
See section 3.2.4

F 0eFhDnLVPV Ior PoELOL]LnJ GLDVporD
IXnGV Ior PLJrDntV¶ LnYeVtPentV
Various development institutions are interested
in i) leveraging the existing Àow of remittances of
which a signi¿cant portion is invested in agriculture, and ii) ¿nding innovative ways to enable
diaspora investors to invest in their home communities. These projects have consisted of both
fully market-oriented interventions, as well as
projects of a more philanthropic nature. In the food
security and nutrition sector, technical assistance can be provided to remittance recipient
entrepreneurs and farmers to encourage the
adoption of best practices, matching funds with

35- http://www.kfw.de/kfw/en/KfWBGroup/Press/LatestBNews/PressArchiv/2012/20120111B55587.jsp
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$ppenGL[ ,, $n oYerYLeZ oI LnnoYDtLnJ PeFhDnLVPV
Ior D &DtDO\tLF )XnG to FDtDO\]e prLYDte VeFtor ¿nDnFe
Ior DJrLFXOtXre IooG VeFXrLt\ DnG nXtrLtLon
1. ,nnoYDtLYe ZD\V to FDtDO\]e
prLYDte VeFtor PethoGV

■

There are many innovative ways to catalyze private sector ¿nance for agriculture.
Broadly, these different methods can be divided
into several categories.

➔

D 3roYLGLnJ JXDrDnteeV
■

Directly cover ¿nancing risk, e.g. by guarantee
facilities that cover part of the risk of certain agricultural loans. This permits a ¿nancier to improve
the returns on his money-at-risk, making more
transactions bankable. Even with a ¿fty percent
risk coverage, a fairly high leverage (5-10 times
the guaranty facility) has proven possible. But
while a 50 percent guarantee makes it possible
for certain transactions to reach the risk-reward
benchmark of banks, it does not necessarily
incentivize banks to enter into areas where they
feel they cannot estimate risk. For this reason,
it is worthwhile to consider adding a small,
revolving risk fund guaranteeing a much higher
part of exposure, e.g., 90 percent. This stimulates banks to be innovative; when they are
more familiar with the loan structure, they can
then move it to the 50 percent guarantee facility,
freeing up new capacity to innovate.

■

Provide and support innovative mechanisms
that remove country risks for international
¿nanciers. This would, for example, allow a
local bank to raise relatively low-cost and
long-term funds on the international capital
market in order to create a domestic agricultural investment fund. This can be through the
strengthening of existing sovereign risk insurance facilities (the power sector has interesting examples of possible modalities), but it
can also be by leveraging existing payment
Àows, e.g. migrant remittances.

■

Develop innovative Public-Private Partnerships
for rural infrastructure, using structures that
permit investors to raise funds from bank or
the bond market for the initial risky phase of
construction, while the government takes over
long-term funding once the construction phase
is completed.

Create facilities through which funding automatically becomes available if certain triggers
are hit (e.g., food prices exceed a certain level,
or a drought occurs). Such facilities (called
contingency ¿nance, part of the “Alternative
Risk Transfer” market) are used in the private
sector to ensure that in case of a crisis, the
company has immediate access (within a day)
to extra funds without having to negotiate
these with a bank. In the case of food security,
a facility of this nature has been debated in
the context of the “Marrakesh Decision on
Measures Concerning the Possible Negative
Effects of the Reform Programme on LeastDeveloped and Net Food-Importing Developing Countries”, to enable these countries to
maintain normal levels of food imports even
in the case of global price spikes.

E 6XpportLnJ PDrNet LnVtrXPentV
By strengthening the institutional infrastructure:
■

■

Build and strengthen institutions that permit
investors/¿nanciers in agriculture and food
security to better manage their ¿nancing risks,
and thus make it easier for farmers to get
access to ¿nance. This includes commodity
exchanges, electronic warehouse receipt systems, integrated value-chain-¿nance-linked
extension services (e.g., livestock vaccination
and other veterinary services integrated with
the micro-¿nance of cattle), agricultural insurance facilities/companies (including for weather
insurance), public warehousing companies
(which offer the public the opportunity to store
their goods and obtain a loan against this collateral), and collateral management and credit
support companies (which manage risks on
behalf of the ¿nanciers, e.g. by taking temporary control over a borrower’s warehouse in
the ¿eld).
Build a legal and regulatory framework that
empowers farmers to create ¿nancial instruments – like the Rural Credit Note system in
Brazil, where farmers can, for example, pay
input providers with a “I owe you” note,
secured by their future production, which the
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■

■

■

■

input providers can then re¿nance with banks
(which can in turn re¿nance portfolios with
such paper on the capital market).
Help structure food value chains from farm to
fork. For example, there are large and fastgrowing urban markets in Africa, whose food
needs are now predominantly supplied from
abroad. If this urban demand could be structured properly, it can provide the incentives for
farmers and others to invest in increasing their
production. It should also be noted that relatively large gains in food security can be
achieved quite rapidly in this area, given the
current exceedingly high post-harvest losses
throughout the developing world. In this component, due care has to be given to the importance of optimizing the contribution of food
production to nutrition; incentives may be
needed so that the food that is ultimately sold
to consumers provides optimal nutrition (e.g.
by the widespread introduction of varieties
high in vitamins and minerals).
Support the development of ¿nancing structures that permit farmers to move up the value
chain, e.g. “corporative ¿nance”, a corporatecooperative partnership in which farmers
gradually obtain ownership of an agricultural
processing or service company.
Help restructure (by funding and backstopping guarantees) the delivery of inputs and
services to farmers; e.g., rather than trying to
stimulate direct demand for fertilizers, pesticides etc., these could be provided as a service by village-level companies, which are
paid a percentage of the production increase
above an initial baseline.
Build institutions and mechanisms through
which putative investors and those in need of
funding for agricultural production and value
chains can come together. This ranges from
crowd funding platforms to an electronic bond
market for agri-project ¿nance to a Social
Stock Exchange.

By providing incentives:
■

Provide extra liquidity for agricultural ¿nance,
for example by opening discount windows
with Central Banks, or with an organization
like the IFC, where banks can easily and
cheaply re¿nance properly structured agricultural loans. Discount windows of this nature
were important in the development of agricultural ¿nance in Europe, the USA and Latin
America over a century ago.
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■

Provide incentives for innovation, such as
monetary awards, for example for productivityenhancing or risk-reducing new varieties, or
for new software applications that can enhance
farmers’ productivity and pro¿tability.

■

Pool mechanisms securing future demand. This
can be for agricultural innovations, or if the
proper institutional conditions are in place, in
terms of structured demand for farmers’ crops.

2. ([DPpOeV oI LnnoYDtLYe ZD\V
to FDtDO\]e prLYDte VeFtor
Several of these possibilities are further
elaborated below, with a discussion of how
the proposed Catalytic Fund could work towards
their realization.

➔

D /oDn JXDrDnteeV Ior EDnN
DJrLFXOtXrDO OenGLnJ
The reluctance of banks and other ¿nancial
institutions to ¿nance the agricultural sector,
due to the perception of excessive risks, is one
of the major hindrances to agricultural development
in developing countries, and especially in Africa.
The idea to reduce banking risk by granting a
partial guarantee to banks, designed to cover a
portion of the risk without relieving the banks
from their credit responsibility, has been tried
and launched at different occasions in the agricultural credit sector in developing and transition
countries. The existing devices (for example the
ARIZ fund launched by AFD or the AGRA /Standard bank initiative for guaranteeing credit to fertilizer distributors) are far from meeting the needs.
The creation of an umbrella mechanism at the
regional or continental level, ¿nanced by a Fund
to which could participate private investors (for
example, manufacturers of inputs or agricultural
equipments), and which would provide a partial
guarantee to local ¿nancing institutions credit
types with high impact on food security and small
farmers, thus appears to be a promising way.

➔

The Innovative Fund could catalyze the development of credit guarantee schemes in several ways:
it could participate in the capital of existing or new
guarantee providing entities, thus enhancing their
guarantee capacity; it could co-¿nance credit guarantee schemes set up by development projects,
through grants or soft loans, or a mix of both types
of resources, depending on the bene¿ciary country
and the level of risks. It could also ¿nance a guarantee fund associated to a credit line ¿nanced
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by a development project (for instance, a credit
line ¿nanced by a development institution such
as World Bank or IFAD for the collective purchase
by farmers groups of processing equipment could
be backed by a guarantee scheme co-¿nanced
by the Fund and operated by the project).
In all cases, the credit guarantee scheme would
have to comply to strict eligibility criteria:
■

The bene¿ciary bank would have to comply
to minimum standards in terms of good governance, ¿nancial soundness and technical
capacity;

■

The guaranteed portfolio would have to ¿nance
activities bene¿tting directly or indirectly to family
farmers.

E 6oFLDO 6toFN ([FhDnJe
A stock exchange matches supply of capital
with demand for capital, in a manner that
is mutually bene¿cial for investor and investee
(the recipient of the funds), and which optimizes
returns for society. Traditional stock exchanges
focus on ¿nancial returns, and deal with such non¿nancial objectives as a secondary consideration
– they enable investors to identify companies
that ful¿l certain social and/or environmental
conditions so that they can restrict their investments to such companies. But the time may have
come for a new kind of exchange, a “Social
Stock Exchange”, which puts social/environmental returns at the centre and treats pro¿ts
as a desirable but not suf¿cient condition. An

➔

exchange of this nature would greatly contribute
to providing capital for agricultural initiatives and
for agriculture-related infrastructure projects.
According to indications of investors, hundreds
of billions of dollars would be available for
investment through a Social Stock Exchange.
The Catalytic Fund could move this concept into
reality – to create the world’s ¿rst genuine social
stock exchange which will raise capital for social
businesses globally. Most of the work involved
would be to create the necessary supporting
institutional infrastructure – the exchange itself
can be easily created by the private sector. Such
supporting infrastructure would include companies that help viable pro-poor initiatives that are
of suf¿cient scale to restructure themselves into
social enterprises which are able to meet the
usual governance and ¿nancial criteria of a stock
exchange; and rating agencies which would
measure the “social pro¿ts” of these enterprises
so that investors can make informed decisions.

F 3XEOLF ZDrehoXVLnJ V\VteP
A public warehousing system allows farmers and others to temporarily store goods in
a professionally-managed warehouse, and then
obtain a loan against this collateral. Because the
loan is secured against physical collateral which
is in turn guaranteed by a reputable warehousing
company, the interest rate can be low (in India,
the developing country with the most experience
with farmers using this instrument, it is 1.5-2 percent
below the usual rate), and the procedures very light

➔

6oFLDO 6toFN ([FhDnJe DFForGLnJ to 0XhDPPeG <XnXV
Ln hLV 'eFePEer 2006 1oEeO OeFtXre
³%\ Ge¿nLnJ entrepreneXr Ln D EroDGer ZD\ Ze
FDn FhDnJe the FhDrDFter oI FDpLtDOLVP rDGLFDOO\
DnG VoOYe PDn\ oI the XnreVoOYeG VoFLDO DnG
eFonoPLF proEOePV ZLthLn the VFope oI the Iree
PDrNet. /et XV VXppoVe Dn entrepreneXr LnVteDG
oI hDYLnJ D VLnJOe VoXrFe oI PotLYDtLon VXFh DV
PD[LPL]LnJ pro¿t  noZ hDV tZo VoXrFeV oI PotL
YDtLon ZhLFh Dre PXtXDOO\ e[FOXVLYe EXt eTXDOO\
FoPpeOOLnJ í D PD[LPL]DtLon oI pro¿t DnG
E GoLnJ JooG to peopOe DnG the ZorOG.
(DFh t\pe oI PotLYDtLon ZLOO OeDG to D VepDrDte
NLnG oI EXVLneVV. /et XV FDOO the ¿rVt t\pe oI EXVL
neVV D pro¿tPD[LPL]LnJ EXVLneVV DnG the VeFonG
t\pe oI EXVLneVV D VoFLDO EXVLneVV. 6oFLDO EXVL
neVV ZLOO Ee D neZ NLnG oI EXVLneVV LntroGXFeG Ln

the PDrNet pODFe ZLth the oEMeFtLYe oI PDNLnJ
D GLIIerenFe Ln the ZorOG. ,nYeVtorV Ln the VoFLDO
EXVLneVV FoXOG Jet EDFN theLr LnYeVtPent EXt ZLOO
not tDNe Dn\ GLYLGenG IroP the FoPpDn\. 3ro¿t
ZoXOG Ee pOoXJheG EDFN Lnto the FoPpDn\ to
e[pDnG LtV oXtreDFh DnG LPproYe the TXDOLt\ oI
LtV proGXFt or VerYLFe. $ VoFLDO EXVLneVV ZLOO Ee
D nonOoVV nonGLYLGenG &oPpDn\.
7o FonneFt LnYeVtorV ZLth VoFLDO EXVLneVVeV Ze
neeG to FreDte VoFLDO VtoFN PDrNet Zhere onO\
the VhDreV oI VoFLDO EXVLneVVeV ZLOO Ee trDGeG.
$n LnYeVtor ZLOO FoPe to thLV VtoFN e[FhDnJe ZLth D
FOeDr LntentLon oI ¿nGLnJ D VoFLDO EXVLneVV ZhLFh
hDV D PLVVLon oI hLV OLNLnJ. $n\one Zho ZDntV to
PDNe Pone\ ZLOO Jo to the e[LVtLnJ VtoFN PDrNet.´
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(in India, a farmer can deliver one or more bags
into the warehouse, and without much additional
procedures or even having to discuss with a
bank loan of¿cer, receive his loan the next day).

providing guarantee and re¿nancing facilities for
the warehouse receipt contracts which such
companies issue for the goods they have under
management.

Such warehouse receipt ¿nancing services are
currently mostly restricted to ports, where they
are being used in the ¿nancing of export and
import crops. While projects to improve public
warehousing are underway in a number of countries, the Fund could catalyze and scale up this
work. There are essentially three elements: create awareness among government of¿cials so
that they enact legislation, rules and regulation
that permits public warehousing companies to
operate properly; educate the private sector,
including banks and farmers, on their bene¿ts
(with respect to banks and other ¿nanciers, the
creation of guarantee and/or re¿nancing facilities could kick-start their involvement); and support the development of warehousing companies,
so that they can build an upcountry presence.
The latter can take the form of a long-term real
estate investment trust that would enable the
renovation of existing warehouses and if necessary, the construction of new ones; and support
to speci¿c enabling activities, such as the adoption of an electronic warehouse receipt system.

e 3XEOLFprLYDte pDrtnerVhLpV Ior rXrDO
LnIrDVtrXFtXre

G &oOODterDO PDnDJePent
In warehouse receipt ¿nance, farmers and
others bring their goods to the warehouse.
In collateral management, the ¿nancier uses a
collateral manager (also called a credit support
company) to secure the goods at the borrower’s
premises, and to secure the Àow of goods (from
inputs to the ¿nal sale) that underlies the ¿nancing. The collateral manager guarantees the transaction that is being ¿nanced, and because the
collateral manager itself is either well-capitalized
or has extensive insurance coverage, this permits the ¿nancier to become deeply involved in
the agricultural ¿nancing cycle.

➔

This is a potentially powerful ¿nancing instrument. It played a large role in agricultural ¿nancing in the USA in the ¿rst half of the 20th century,
and in Africa it has been used to revive, for example, Côte d’Ivoire’s cotton sector after it had ground
to a standstill following civil strife in the late 2000s.
The main obstacle to its greater deployment is the
scarcity of reputable collateral management companies. The Fund could catalyze their creation and
development by co-¿nancing (probably with local
banks) the creation of such companies, and by

48

There are several innovative ways to stimulate private sector investments in rural
infrastructure. One is entirely private (although
government policies have to permit the mechanism): an entrepreneur can use offtake contracts
with foreign buyers (e.g., for fruits and vegetables with a supermarket chain) to obtain longterm investment ¿nance from local pension
funds which permits the construction of the infrastructure needed to produce, process and transport the fruits and vegetables (this has been
done, for example, in Zambia). Others require a
more active role of the government, in the form
of public-private partnerships (PPP).

➔

Through PPPs, Governments can leverage
funds from the private sector to invest in agricultural infrastructures or services bene¿tting to
small farmers. The private investor, usually an
agribusiness, is compensated either by subsidy
or a public ¿nancial participation in his investment or by a long term lease agreement or a levy
the proceeds of which pay back over time a part
of the initial investment. Such PPPs can easily
be used for the construction of irrigation schemes
(including, for instance, a nucleus rice company
and small scale outgrowers) or storage facilities.
It can also be used for provision of services to
small farmers by an agro-industry, within the
framework of contract farming arrangements.
In particular, governments and aid agencies may
consider certain innovative forms of Build-OwnOperate contracts. One good example is a structure used in the renewable energy sector. Private
entrepreneurs apply for the right to build the
plant. Milestones and a budget are agreed on.
On the back of this public-private agreement, the
entrepreneur raises the necessary funds for construction. Once the construction is completed,
the plant is bought by the government, permitting the entrepreneur to reimburse his loans; and
then, the plant is leased back to the entrepreneur who can operate it, with possible purchase
at a nominal price after some years on the condition that the entrepreneur meets pre-agreed performance criteria.
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The Catalytic Fund can stimulate the development of such PPPs by promoting awareness
of the different models (including by developing
blueprints), funding demonstration proof-of-concept
projects, and providing long-term re¿nancing
facilities for PPPs.

with banks (including eventually through guarantee facilities) so that they ¿nance the production
and processing of commodities which can be
delivered onto the platform.

J RLVN PDnDJePent tooOV
Greater availability of risk management tools
makes it easier for ¿nanciers to manage
the risks inherent in agricultural ¿nance, and will
thus catalyze private sector funding for agriculture. When ¿nancing agriculture, ¿nanciers are
exposed to a number of risks, in particular: the
price of the crop may be less than anticipated,
resulting in a revenue that is too low to permit
loan reimbursement; weather events may have
led to loss of (part of) the crop; there are obstacles preventing the delivery of the crop to the
buyer, be it in the country or abroad (e.g, an
export ban); the borrower may be unable to
operate (e.g., due to civil strife) or may decide
to default; the buyer may fail to pay; or government intervention may lead to non-reimbursement of loans (e.g., currency controls). There
are risk management instruments for all of these
risks, though their availability in developing
countries is patchy. All of these instruments
deserve the attention of the Catalytic Fund, but
in one area, there has been good progress over
the past decade which could be consolidated
through Fund support: market-based weather
risk management.

➔

I 6trXFtXreG GePDnG
Farmers’ willingness to invest in raising their
production, or in starting new crops, is much
improved if they can be sure of a ready market
for their produce, at a fair price. Without such
demand in place, innovative farmers would run a
large risk that they would have to dispose of their
produce at an unfairly low price – if they can ¿nd
a buyer at all.

➔

Linking farmers through the market, through
contract farming or value chains, is one way to
reduce market risk. But there are other ways.
World food programme (WFP)’s P4P scheme
is one example: even if WFP were not to offer
forward contracts (which it does), it would be
motivating for farmers to know that WFP is
a systematic, regular buyer which buys in a
way with which farmers are able to relate
(e.g., through warehouse receipts). But WFP is
not the only large, regular buyer: different parts
of the government are also in this category (e.g.,
the army, the prison system, hospitals, the school
feeding programme, the food reserve agency...),
as are large processors and organized retailers
(e.g., supermarkets, retail cooperatives). If all of
those buyers could be brought to make their purchases through one common platform (such as
a commodity exchange), this would act as a
magnet for smallholders who are able to grow
for the market. Having such an organized market
also improves price information, and greatly
improves the bankability of agricultural producers
and processors. There are successful examples
of this approach in Latin America.
The Fund can play a catalytic role in structuring
demand, by helping advocate the bene¿ts of
commodity exchanges to governments which
now all too often put signi¿cant barriers in their
way; help convince governments to route their
purchases of bulk commodities through the
exchange (which also would remove corruption
in purchasing programmes); work with the commodity exchange(s) to bring other large buyers
into the platform; then work with the exchange
and farmers’ groups to help them bulk their commodities for delivery onto the platform; and work

Traditional crop insurance schemes, based on
individual yields and ¿eld inspections, can be
very costly to administer in developing countries;
this problem, as well as some other problems of
traditional insurance (such as moral hazard and
adverse selection) can be avoided with marketbased weather risk management. In western
countries, a large range of instruments is now
readily available. They are based on weather
indices such as rainfall and temperature, rather
than actual farm losses. They can be used to
protect against catastrophic risks, or to protect
against normal, day-to-day operational risks.
Agricultural banks can bundle weather risk management with their loan packages (for example,
loans are forgiven if there is a drought, and the
bank claims its money back from an insurance
company), or they can insist that lenders take
out weather insurance with the eventual claims
payable to the bank, or they can insure their agricultural loan portfolio against weather-related
default risk.
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Index insurance for climatic hazards (which
compensates the subscriber for production loss
when a reference index, for instance rainfall
level, is not reached) is one of the ways explored
by a number of international institutions to reduce
agricultural risk in Africa, where such risk is a
severe limiting constraint to intensi¿cation and
food security (and indirectly, a major reason for
banks’ reluctance to lend to agriculture). Pilot
projects have started in a number of East and
Southern African countries (Malawi, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania) and are underway in West
Africa. Scaling-up these pilots requires a considerable and expensive work of detailed weather
data collection in all African countries with
climatic risks.
In addition, the idea of reinsurance mechanism
has been launched by the Thomas More Institute (report “¿nance development”). This report
proposes the creation of reinsurance funds to
cover the natural risks, in order to enhance the
operating capacity of the insurance companies.
The reinsured risks could concern in priority
those which affect the productive capacity of the
poorest countries. Reinsurance funds can be
public or private. The risk coverage could be at
the level of individual subscribers or at national
level. Several initiatives can be considered as
belonging to this type of tools: the Global Index
Insurance Facility for the creation of an index
insurance system for ACP countries, supported
by the EU; the Caribbean Catastrophe risk Insurance Facility, to reduce hurricane risks and
earthquake in the Caribbean islands.
Price risks can also, under certain circumstances,
be addressed by price insurance schemes based
on future markets tools. The potential scope for
developing such schemes in the African context
is still under study, and more analytical work and
testing is still needed to design sustainable and
effective tools which could be developed at a
large scale.
In conformity with its proposed mandate, the
Fund could co-¿nance projects including the
development of an insurance scheme linked to
bank credit bene¿tting directly or indirectly to
family farmers, both for the front end investment
(insurance scheme engineering, preliminary
data collection, setting up of pilots) and for the
subsidization of the insurance premiums.
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h $ZDrGV
The Advances Market Commitments (AMC)
mechanism was conceived in 2005 in the
health sector, for the development of an affordable pneumococcal vaccine adapted to Africa.
The principle of the mechanism is as follows: a
donor (or a pool of donors) contracts with a vaccine producer to develop the vaccine and to supply it on a targeted market at a given maximum
price, these two constraints (period and price)
being ¿xed by contract. In turn, the donor secures
a market for the product, through guaranteeing
the producer that he will be able to sell a minimum quantity at the given price: if sales are
below the threshold de¿ned jointly by the donor
and the vaccine developer (this threshold is calculated so as to allow the vaccine developer to
cover his development and production cost), the
donor substitutes to the market and buys himself
the product. The donor intervenes only when the
market proves not to be suf¿ciently large, constant or solvent. The ¿nancial engineering of the
mechanism is complex, combining public contributions, a World Bank guarantee, subsidies on
the price of vaccines and private contributions.
This mechanism could be adapted to the agriculture, food security or nutrition sector.

➔

Along the same line, the pool mechanism concept
(renamed AG results) has been developed for the
sector of innovation in agriculture under the aegis of
the World Bank, which ensures the secretariat of an
initiative supported by Canada, USA, Australia and
the Bill Gates Foundation. It consists in awarding ex
post to research and innovation dissemination
activities a prize depending on a prede¿ned result.
The steering committee of the Initiative decided
in 2012 to carry out pilot projects, concerning, in
a ¿rst phase: on farm storage technology, vitamin A enhanced varieties of maize and reduction
of aÀatoxine contamination.
The Fund could co-¿nance or even initiate projects of this nature, to stimulate private sector
research and development across a range of
agricultural bottlenecks, from farm to fork. This
could involve not just the “large” innovations
referred to above, but also smaller, practical
innovations such as the development of new
mobile applications that can boost farmers’
incomes.
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$ppenGL[ ,,, 7erPV oI reIerenFe oI the 7DVN )orFe
on LnnoYDtLYe ¿nDnFLnJ Ior DJrLFXOtXre IooG VeFXrLt\
DnG nXtrLtLon
1. %DFNJroXnG
7he ,VVXe oI XnGerLnYeVtPent Ln $JrLFXOtXre
)ooG 6eFXrLt\ DnG 1XtrLtLon
➔ In 2007 and 2008, the world experienced
food prices spikes not seen since the end
of the Second World War, which threatened the
affordability of basic staples for millions of consumers. The food price crisis triggered riots in
more than 40 countries. It was a stark reminder
of the direct and immediate link between food
security and peace and security. The world can
ill afford to under-invest in agriculture as happened in the last two decades. While the food
price crisis of 2007/2008 was exacerbated by
short-term developments – such as crop failures
in major cereal producing countries and
increased fertilizer and transport costs – it was
fundamentally more of a reÀection of the failure
of the world supply to keep pace with growing
demand.
Years of disinvestment in agriculture resulted in
declining or stagnant agricultural productivity in
developing countries which in turn meant that
food production could not keep up with increasing demand and that poor farmers could not
cover their own food needs. The share of developing countries spending on agriculture declined
signi¿cantly from 15 percent of national budgets
in the 1980s to 3 percent in recent years. Similarly the share of ODA to agriculture declined
from around 20 to four percent between 1980
and 2006.
It is therefore not surprising that while the
demand for cereals rose 2 to 3 percent per annum,
agricultural productivity in developing countries
declined from 3 percent per annum in the 1970s
to 1-2 percent in the 1990s. Since 2010, prices
for basic commodities are rising again. The
depletion of global agriculture stocks has
removed the needed ‘shock absorber’ ‘to avoid
sudden imbalances between supply and demand.
As a result, any further shocks resulting from
climate change or other factors can quickly result
in price hikes and food shortages that threaten
global food security. Future food crises could be

more severe, given current projections for population growth and the consequent growth in
demand for food. On current trends, the world’s
population is projected to grow from 6.8 million
to 9.3 billion by 2050. Most of the growth will
take place in developing countries – Africa, Asia
and Latin America. Feeding 9.3 billion will require
that overall global food production grow by
70 percent.
For developing countries, meeting the growing
demand for food will require that production
double by 2050. This will pose a major challenge, particularly for farmers in developing
countries. The investments required in developing countries to support this expansion in agricultural output amount to an average annual net
investment of USD 83 billion in 2009. This total
includes investment needs in primary agriculture
and necessary downstream services such as
storage and processing facilities, but does not
include public goods like roads, large scale irrigation projects, electri¿cation and others that
are also needed.
Innovative ¿nancing mechanisms, simply de¿ned
as development ¿nancing initiatives that move
beyond traditional bilateral and multilateral fundraising and spending mechanisms, are required
to help meet this need for increased agricultural
investment and enable farmers to raise their productivity and their own investment in agriculture
through value chain approaches.

2. 2EMeFtLYe
The Leading Group on Innovative Financing for Development, during the Plenary
Sessions of 22 December 2010 in Tokyo, Japan,
and June 24-25 2011 in Bamako, Mali considered food security and the importance of the
problems facing many developing countries was
recognized by all.

➔

The overall objective of the Leading Group Task
Force for Agriculture is to explore options for
designing innovative ¿nancing proposals geared
towards LQFUHDVLQJWKHIXQGLQJIRUIRRGVHFXULW\
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QXWULWLRQDQGVXVWDLQDEOHGHYHORSPHQWRIDJULFXOWXUH in other words, WRVXEVWDQWLDOO\UHGXFHWKH
QXPEHU RI SHRSOH VXIIHULQJ IURP KXQJHU DQG
PDOQXWULWLRQDVVWDWHGLQWKH0LOOHQQLXP'HYHORSPHQW*RDOV

■

Identify potential innovative ¿nancing mechanisms for agriculture based on their nature,
e.g. innovation in source, innovation in use,
public-only innovation, private only innovation, public-private innovation;

■

Verify that new innovative ¿nancing (based on
proposals) are truly complementary and not
simply a substitute to existing aid Àows;

■

Ensure where appropriate that a more direct
and visible link exists between the new
sources of ¿nance and the programmes to
which they are allocated;

■

Prioritize innovative ¿nancing proposals/
mechanisms based on thematic viability and
potential impact and ensure that inter alia the
following aspects are covered in details:
1. Potential yearly ¿nancial resource mobilisation;
2. Operational aspects and management;
3. Focus on the most vulnerable countries and
people;
4. Accountability;
5. Traceability;
6. Governance;
7. Fiscal Aspects;
8. Legal environment;
9. Potential partners and roles.

3. $pproDFh
Innovative ¿nancing holds the potential to
contribute to food security, nutrition and
agricultural development. International ¿nancing
efforts, be they “innovative” or “traditional,” however must be put in context: agricultural productivity and food security are largely driven E\
nDtLonDO poOLFLeV DnG prLYDte DFtorV, from
smallholders to global commodities companies.
For this reason, innovative ¿nancing can only
play a FoPpOePentDr\ DnG FDtDO\tLF roOe, and
should only be deemed successful if it has an
impact on the activities and behaviors of national
and local actors.

➔

Two broad types of mechanisms will be considered:
(1) Expansion/creation of mechanisms that
catalyze private investment across the agricultural value chain. Given the signi¿cance of
private actors in the agricultural value chain, the
use of traditional ODA funding may achieve signi¿cantly greater impact by catalyzing banks and
other investors, for example diasporas, to invest
in smallholders and small and medium enterprises
(SMEs), and to support development of national
¿nancial and crop markets and insurance.
(2) Extension of citizen contributions and
solidarity taxes to agricultural development.
These innovative sources of funding are most
promising to support humanitarian goals associated with agriculture. A clear-cut example would
be to allocate part of funds from levies on currency transactions also for innovative uses in
agriculture as is proposed for the health and
education sectors.

4. 6peFL¿F 7DVNV
The Task Force on Innovative Financing for
Agriculture assisted by an international
Committee of experts will review existing and
mechanisms and new ideas with a view to allocate innovative ¿nancial resources to agriculture,
nutrition and food security:

➔

■

Review of existing innovative ¿nancing mechanisms and proposals and determination of
potential applicability to food security, nutrition
and sustainable agricultural development;
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5. .e\ TXeVtLonV to Ee DGGreVVeG
E\ the LnternDtLonDO e[pertV
■

What existing innovative ¿nancing concepts
might be most applicable to agriculture, food
security and nutrition?

■

What could be new and suitable (internationally acceptable, easy to implement) innovative
¿nancing tools for increasing funding particularly
for food security and sustainable agriculture?

■

What could be the advantages/bene¿ts and
constraints/drawbacks of such instruments?

■

What could be the potential yearly ¿nancial
resource mobilisation of such instruments?

■

How to ensure that new resources are truly
complementary and not simply substitute existing aid Àows?

■

How to establish a more direct and visible link
between the new sources of ¿nance and the
programmes to which they are allocated?

■

How to de¿ne the role and interaction of all
potential participants, including IFIs, global
funds and civil society (NGOs and private
sector)?
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■

How to organize and manage such ¿nancial
channels to ensure accountability, traceability
and governance, and to make this kind of earmarking compatible with good ¿scal management and the legal environment?

6. &oPpoVLtLon oI the 7DVN )orFe
Under Malian presidency, State members
of the Leading Group, UN (FAO, IFAD,
WFP), World Bank, civil society (associations of
local governments, associations of NGOs, Foundations, agricultural research institutions).

➔

9. 'eOLYerDEOeV
The international high-level expert Committee will start activities in April 2012. A draft
report is expected by July 2012. The ¿nalized
report will be presented to the Task Force in
October 2012 in order to elaborate a synthesis
with recommendations; the Task Force will submit both documents to the Plenary Session of
the Leading Group in February 2013.

➔

7. ,nternDtLonDO +LJhOeYeO
e[pert &oPPLttee
The Task force will be assisted by a small
group of high-level experts (8 to 10). The
experts will be chosen by consensus by the
participating countries on the basis of their
competence in agricultural sciences, agricultural
economics, agricultural credit and ¿nancial services and innovative ¿nancing.

➔

8. %XGJet DnG PeetLnJ
DrrDnJePentV
The expenses of the Committee of experts
will be covered through voluntary contributions by task force members who could eventually make available national experts, unless they
are covered by their employer. Experts will liaise
through electronic means and video-conference.
Meetings of the Task Force and of the Committee
of experts will take place in participating countries upon their invitation. The Leading Group
Permanent Secretariat will ensure support to the
Task Force and to the committee of experts with
the involvement of interested UN agencies.

➔
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